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ABSTRACT

The D and E Regions of the Ionosphere are reviewed historically; 
the methods of measurement of both the electron density and the gross 
properties of the neutral atmosphere are discussed. The various reactions 
of electron production and loss are listed, and their relative importance 
assessed, 5he mechanism of ionospheric radio wave absorption is described; 
the Sen and Wyller generalisation of the Appleton-Hartree equation yields 
an expression for the absorption coefficient, in which are implied 
certain temporal variations. The results of previous experimental work 
are considered.

An analysis of long term A1 measurements at three stations $ 
of approximate latitude 5 0  ̂N, suggests that absorption does not follow 
a direct Cos^^ law, the departure from such a law being a function of 
wave frequency, location, and sunspot number. Comparable effects are 
shown to exist at 7 * N, 5 5  ̂R, and 51  ̂8 .

A theoretical absorption model is constructed, for which a 
revised profile for the electron loss coefficient, and a seasonally 
varying nitric oxide profile are proposed. It is suggested that the 
effect may be related to the ledge in electron density, occurring at 
around 87 km, which in turn may be caused by the steep gradient in the 
atomic oxygen concentration.

The asymmetric seasonal variations in other relevant parameters 
are discussed.
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CHAPTER OIZ
iCTRODuanoN

1.1 General and Historical Introduction.

The presence of a conducting layer in the earbh ' s atmosphere 
was first suggested in I860 hy Lord Kelvin from studies of geomagnetism. 
Previously, Gauss in 1839 had postulated that the small diurnal 
variations in the earth's magnetic field might he caused hy atmospheric 
electric currents. Developing this idea, Balfour Stewart (1882) put 
forward the theory that at some altitude the atmosphere becomes 
sufficiently conducting for electric fields and currents to be induced 
when it is driven by winds across the earth's magnetic field.

Thomson’s discovery of tlie electron in 1900, and the 
successful transmission by Ilarconi of radio signals across the Atlantic 
in 1901, led Kennelly (1902) and Heaviside (1902) independently to 
postulate the existence of an ionised layer which might reflect radio 
waves. This explained the observed bending of waves round the earth's 
curved surface more satisfactorily than diffraction effects,
Heaviside further suggested solar radiation of wavelength shorter than 
visible liglit as a cause of the ionisation, thereby being the first to 
imply solar cycle and seasonal variations in this electrically conducting 
region. About this time cosmic ra,ys were also discovered. These high 
speed electrons, protons, and other light nuclei coming from outer space, 
impinge on the earth equally by day and night, and are now kno\?n to be 
the principal source of ionisation below about 65 km.

Ecoles (1912) and Larmor (1924) provided a basic theory, but 
it was not until direct evidence was supplied by Appleton and Barnett 
(1925) that the concept was finally accepted. This was achieved by 
comparing the intensities of the "ground" and reflected "sky" waves,
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Further confirmâtion was provided by the detection of down-coming waves 
by onith-Kose and Barfield (1926,1927), using directional aerials,
Breit and Tuve (1925,1926) used the first pulse-sounding technique to 
demonstrate the reflection of different frequencies at different 
altitudes, while the work of Hulbert (1928) and Chapman (1931) forms 
the basis of the theory today.

The term "Ionosphere" was devised in 1926 by '.7atson-.7att,
This sphere of ions and electrons extends from a height of about 50 Iwii 
to the upper limits of the atmosphere, and is divided into regions 
according to the convention of Appleton, The present work m i l  be 
concerned principally vrLth the D and Lower 3 Regions (60-110 1cm), for 
it is in this zone that the absorption and reflection of vertically 
incident radio waves of frequency up to about 3 MHz occur,

1,2 Ilethods of Investigation.
1,2.1 The lonosonde.

The first workers to use the lonosonde were Breit and Tuve 
(1925,^926), The method consists essentially of a pulsed radar sounding 
device in which the frequency can be varied from about 1 lIHz to 25 lllz. 
It measures directly as a function of frequency the time taken for a 
vertically incident pulse to travel to the ionosphere and back again.
If one assumes that the waves travel with their free space velocity, 
then it is possible by this means to measure the virtual height of 
reflection of a wave of a particular frequency.^ Moreover, the 
application of the Appleton-Hartree condition for reflection will yield 
the electron density at that virtual height.

The ionosonde has a major advantage in that the virtual height 
under normal conditions depends neither on the transmitter output nor 
receiver gain. It can operate without supervision, but is, however, 
unsuitable for the D Region because of the very high absorption at the
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necessarily lovr frequencies required for D Region reflection, and also
the presence of partial reflections, In addition, in those cases where
the electron density does not increase raonotonically, the ionosonde
cannot distinguish the "valleys" so created. The real height, h, of
reflection cannot be found directly, but must be calculated by numerical
integration of the equation;- 

k

'O f ,
where h ’ is the virtual height, and tc , the group refractive index.
is a function both of frequency and electron density,

1,2,2 The Topside Sounder.

This technique was originated by Warren (1963), and involves 
placing an ionosonde in a satellite at the top of the ionosphere at 
500-1000 lea. This method, however, provides little information of direct 
relevance to the present work.

1,2,5 Partial deflection.

This method, devised by Gardner and Pawsey (1953) uses weak 
reflections from small discontinuities of refractive index in the hei^it 
range 50-90 km, Magneto-ionic theory shows that in a dispersive medium 
in the presence of an imposed magnetic field, there will be two 
different modes of propagation; the Ordinary (O), and the Extraordinary 
(X). 2-3 I.HIa pulses are transmitted vertically, and comparison of the 
amplitudes of the 0 and X pulses over a range of heights enables the 
electron density, U(e), to be calculated, provided that a profile of the 
mono-energetic electron collision frequency is found by other means.
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1.2.4 Wave Interaction,

Wave interaction, or the Luxembourg Effect, was first 
demonstrated by Bailey and Martyn (1934). Two pulses are propagated 
vertically in quick succession. The first "disturbing" wave is 
absorbed by the ionosphere, and this energy re-appears in the form of 
a rise in the electron temperature. This will cause an increase in the 
electron collision frequency, and hence a change in the absorption 
coefficient. The following "wanted" wave thus suffers a change in its 
total absorption, compared with its value in the absence of the 
disturbing wave. The method is insufficient in isolation to determine 
the electron density. Barrington and Tlirane (1962), using in addition 
partial reflection data, were able to obtain results reasonably 
consistent with those of other methods.

The interaction effect is usually less than 10^ of the 
wanted signal amplitude. The method has been reviewed, and its theory 
discussed by Smith (1966a)

1.2 .5 Incoherent Scatter.

Gordon (1958) investigated the necessary conditions for the 
classical Thomson process of scattering by free electrons as a, function 
of height. The scattered signal strength is found to be directly 
proportional to electron density. The mean free path of the electron 
must be greater than the radio wavelength and the scale size of 
electron gas irregularities arising from their random thermal motion, 
Taylor (I969) has described the apparatus used for obtaining data, some 
of which is used for comparison purposes in the present work, The Royal 
Radar Research Sstablisliment equipment operates at a peak power of 7 1&7, 
pulsed 150 times per second with a pulse length of 35^  A. The value of 
electron density is found by normalising the plot against data,
obtained by the Radio and Space Research Centre, Slough.
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The scattered signal is very weak, so the receiving apparatus must be 
extremely sensitive. The receiving aerial must receive as little of the 
incident signal as possible, nor receive reflections off ground-based 
objects, The can operate satisfactorily measuring scatter
between 75 and 140 km, although the method is not normally used below 
the 11 Region, Unlike the ionosonde, valleys in the electron density 
profile can be detected by incoherent scatter,

1.2,6 Rocket Measurements.

Rocket data can be divided into four categories:- 
a In the Differential Doppler Shift method, developed by Seddon
(1953)» there are two transmitters aboard a rocket, one of 4.3 i-ilz, and 
the other n (usually 6) times this frequency. The rocket flight is 
nominally vertical, and is monitored by a ground station vertically 
below. It may be shown that Af, the instantaneous differential Doppler 
frequency, is proportional to the ambient electron density,

b In the lower ionosphere the Differential Absorption teclmique
may be used, Seddon (1958) used a single frequency of 7*75 kHz 
transmitted from a rocket and measured at ground level the relative 
amplitudes of the ordinary and extraordinary v/aves. The theory is similar 
to that for partial reflections, and as in that case, independent data is 
needed before a solution may be found, Kane (15*62) combiuied this data with 
that of differential Doppler shift to obtain profiles both for electron 
density and collision frequency.

c Faraday Rotation,
If a plane polarised wave passes through the ionosphere in the 

presence of a magnetic field, it may be thought of as haviiig two 
circularly polarised components, one clockwise and one anti-clockwise.

As the speeds of propagation of the t./o components are different, the
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relative phase chaiî -es, and hence there is a steady rotation of the 
plane of polarisation of the resul'bant wave, ouch sî aials have oeen 
transmitted from rockets (and also satellites), and received at the 
ground hy means of a linear antenna, from which electron density profiles 
have been deduced (Aild.n et al., 1965)*

d The Langmuir Prohe is a metal wire projecting into a plasma,
and partially enclosed hy a metal grid. If the current is measured as a 
function of the prohe voltage vfith respect to the grid, then the ambient 
electron density can he deduced. The method has heen used by Smith (I962) 
and Yonezawa (19-52). Some of the assumptions necessary for the deduction, 
however, lead to difficulties when D Region measurements are being 
interpreted, due to the similar magnitude of the mean free path of the 
electron and the probe dimensions. An estimate of temperature may be 
obtained from the current/voltage gradient.

Direct measuremonts by mass spectrometer aboard rockets 
measure the relative concentrations of different types of ions.
In the present worlc, however, it is the electron density profiles that 
are of greater relevance, because of their effect on the propagation 
of radio waves.

Fig, 1,1 shows some typical electron density profiles 
found by various different methods. Fig. 1,2, drawn to the same 
scale, shows both a typical profile computed hy the means described 
in Chapter Seven of the present work, and also a profile derived from 
VJfi? measurements.
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1,3 Electron Production.
1*3*1 The Cho.piaan Theor?/.

Developing the theory of Ghapman (1931) to allow for the 
various types of ionising radiation, the ion pair production rate at a 
height h is given by:- ^

where ^  indicates the surmiation over all ionising radiation wavelengths, 
^  indicates siij.mation over snecies j,
j

^ = the incident flux of wavelength \,
*X = the solar zenith angle,
^  ^  , ri; = the absorption cross section, ionisation cross section,•J J v)
and number density of the jth species.

The tem;-

is knovni as the optical depth of the atmosphere at height h for 
wavelength X.

The ionisation efficiency of the jth species for a particular
wavelength is defined as;-

e  = 5 L  ■

diapman considered the effect with one absorbent and ionisable 
gas only, and an isothermal atmosphere. The production equation then 
reduces to:-

a S r  e  n  (- Sec.'X J a  ^

It
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which, together with the equation;-

a  = n, C ^ )

where the scale height, II, is given hy;- 
E = ]^

mg (k .= Eoltzpiann*s constant, m = molecular mass),
yield the result;-

J
The maximum rate of ionisation occurs where ^  .

L  . H  U  ( H r 6 R .

or S flo J . assuming 6  s- t ,

and the maximum ionisation rate is given hy;- 

9 rK - . ̂  ̂  %
' ^  CO
This occurs at unit optical depth.

Maximum ionisation occurs at different heights for the various 
different wavelengths of ionising radiation, and thus several distinct 
layers will occur.

For the present study it will be unnecessary to consider 
the effect of curvature of the earth.



1.3*2 Table of Ionisation Processes.
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Type of
radiation,
and
wavelength(s)
h

Ionisation Equation(s) Constituents
that absorb
radiation
without
being
ionised

Approximate 
mean annual 
height of 
maxinun 
ionisation

Lynan
Alplia
1216

105 km
(according 
to l.Ieira*s
(1971)
data)

Ultra
Violet
1027-
1118

85-105 km 
depending 
on
wavelength

Lyman
Beta
1026 O J  ^ e.

105 km

S..U.V.
120-1000

î'Io significant effects 
below 120 km.

X Rays 
30-120

onoru ;
Wavelength)
:i nays )
2-10 )

0  *  ln.V •

0 1  + k v

N i  + ky

O + e . 
o f  + e . 
N f  + e ,

(95-105 Im
(depending
(on
(wavelength

(70-95 Imi
(depending
(on
(wavelength

Galactic
Cosmic

All constituents 
ionised to some 
ex'bent.

Below 
30 Imi

Solar
Cosmic
Rays

negligible in 
undisturbed 
solar conditions,
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1,4 Electron Loss Processes,
1,4,1 Recombination.

The simple assumption used by Chapman is that free electrons 
are lost in e^nctly the opposite process to tziat of their formation.
The rate of loss will thus be proportional to the product of the 
electron and positive ion concentrations, and if there are few negative 
ions, then these two quantities T̂ill be equal because of the atmosphere's 
electrical neutrality. Hence it is possible to write;-

v/here is the total production rate previously calculated, and

^  is called the recombination coefficient. A simple Radiative 
Recombination process would be of the type:-

M  t k v

where is any atonic of molecular ion present. Such a recombination
coefficient would be independent of height.

An alternative mechanism is Imown as Three Body Recombination ; -

K ^  +  e + l  -*• M  +  L

where L is a, neutral molecule, Tills process occurs more frequently than
radiative recombination, since conservation of energy sjid momentum can 
be achieved with much greater ease. The recombination coefficient for 
this reaction would be proportional to the number density of neutral 
molecules, hence the process v;ould be of importance in the lower 
ionosphere.

Bates and Massey (1947) concluded that these two processes, 
however, were insufficient to explain the observed electron loss rates, 

and postulated Dissociative Recombination, examples being:-
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-h £  — »  0  4- O

Nj, •+' £ M  f

In the case of atonie ions, which are significant above about 90 km, 
a molecular ion must first be formed as an intermediate product either 
by charge transfer or an ion-atom interchange, e.g.:-

O'*' + o  + D *

O"' + —  1̂  + NSC)'*'

1.4.2 Attaclinent.

hi CO let and Svrider (1955) have suggested that in the D Region,
especially at lower altitudes with the higher concentration of neutral 
molecules, the process of attachment becomes important:-

(i) Q, M  Radiative Attachment,

(ii) 0 -t" M  4" L ^  ^  ^  Three Body Attachment,

where M  may be or 0  , but not Nv or M  . At night time
attaclrnent can take place to a small e:rfcent in the E Region,

Nicolet and Swider suggest also that the negative ions so
formed are lost in processes such as:-

(iii) n ' + iA  _ M  + L lon-ion Neutralisation,

(iv) M ' L V M  + e Photo Detacliment,

(v) M ' •f L Collisional Detachiaent.
Heaction (iv) is the main cause of the day/night change in \ , 

the negative ion/electron concentration ratio in the lower D Region.
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Prom tlio standpoint of radio propagation, positive and 
negative ions are not usually considered, o\7ing to their much greater 
inertia than that of free electrons.

If radiative attachment were the only loss mechanism, then, 
neglecting the sources of secondary electrons in (iv) and (v), the 
continuity equatioii would take the form:-

U ”  V ^
where ̂  , the effective electron attachment coefficient, would he
a function of neutral molecule number density.

1.4.3 The Meaning of the Effective Electron Loss Coefficient.

If a single species ionosphere is considered (i.e. one 
species for each loss process), and diffusion is neglected, it has been 
shoT/n by 7/hitten and Poppoff (1971) that the complete continuity equation 
becomes

(i)
where (sj'*’ is the' positive ion number density,
N  the negative ion number density,
|Yl the attaching species number density, 
n  the detaching species number density,

the ion-electron recombination coefficient,
^  ) tbe electron attachment coefficient,

^  the photo detaclinent rate, 
and Y  is the collisional detaclment coefficient.
In addition:-

(ii) _  st Ki' ■*” -f |NS(&)m -  V  NS a  "  f  ^

c U
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(iii) T T  >
T/hore o L i  ± 3 the ion-ion recombination coefficient. Using;- 

(Iv) X -  Il , smi

(,) M * .

the equations simplify to;-

(Vi) 7 ^  =  ^* ̂  1+ * h \  eit

(vii) -ot») + ^ 1 ,  \
l + X slowly 'm /9.S7Ï+̂Except at sunrise and sunset, \ varies/with time, hence;- NlwL >

(viii) I T  ^  .

(ix) * I k  -  («X, + \  oit) N  V f )  , and
c t *  1 + X

(x) X ^1*1. , 'because the last two terns in/’ + Jriv
equation (vii) are usually insignificant. In the sunlit hemisphere;-

nence;̂

X »
T/hitten and Poppoff indicate that a useful concept in principle 

is the Effective Recombination Coefficient , but that there are
three possible definitions of this quantity, each derived from, 
equation (i/i) ;-

(xi) - “‘■elf
Tliis can be valid only if 1 , in which case ^ 5

although values of c L ^  outside this ra.nge are frequently calculated 
using this method.

In those few cases where X is measured or calculated, 
either of the following two equations nay be used;-
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ÀHiÙ. * — oi-eJÏ KÎ (g) j ( oi-efi ^ oi-p + Soi-i
oC-t (+ V

(xiii) ( l  +  \ ' )  J - ^ U )  « ^  a -oi^NÎ^A); i.e. oL^ sO+>'Veij, + Vi')
"dfîT™ ^

Hany authors fail to state which definition has in fact heen 
used to calculate , in which case even values obtained by a
perfectly valid method have limited usefulness. In the present work, 
however, where mid-day values will principally be studied, 
when dl;i(e)/dtjCsO, equation (:d.ii) reduces to;-

0  * ' oieJff N S V t )

cCeff = é j L
■Jith ^mowledge of , previously calculated in this v.«ay,

and a knowledge of the seasonal variation in the sum of the electron 
production rates, then, provided that cL g ff does not vary seasonally, 
the seasonal variation in electron density may be calculated according to:

K U ) . / i î _
Henceforth in the present work will be referred to

simply as oC , and be given the rather more meaningful title of 
Effective Electron Loss Coefficient.

1.5 Classification of Layers.

Pig, 1,3 indicates the various layers in the ionosphere.
In ionograns of the E Region, two cusps sometimes appear. Of these, one 
cusp shows a regular diurnal variation, and it is this one whose fre(mency 
is tabulated as the critical frequency of the S Region, and is denoted 

fQ E • The total 3 Region ionisation is the result of several different 
processes each of which having its own height of na»ximun ionisation, 

in ionogram, however, cannot resolve all of these, and generally 
indicates one layer only.
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In addition to the ordinary ionisation , there is another 
layer in the B Region, known as sporadic 2, Es, which exhibits most 
irregular behaviour. It occurs simultaneously over areas of several 
hundred kilometers. It (x%n take the form of dense patches of ionisation, 
usually less than 1 la: tliick, in the range 100 Ion to 120 km, or 
alternatively it can be patchy and partially transparent to waves 
reflected from higher layers. Although it is random in its times of 
appearance, near the equator it occurs mainly in the daytime. In mid 
latitudes it is less frequent, and is more lilcely during the day than at 
night, whilst at high latitudes it is mainly a night-time phenomenon.
Smith and Matsushita (1962) have reviewed the effect, and dhitehead (19^7) 
has suggested that in mid latitudes it zm rj be caused by vertical wind 
shears. In high latitudes the cense is thought to be corpuscular 
bombardment, and, in equatorial regions, plasma instabilities in the 
equatorial electrojet.

As it is of a transient nature, sporadic E is not of direct 
application to the present work. It is of use, however, for night-time 
calibration purposes in radio v;ave absorption measurements by the 
carrier vrave oblique incidence A3 method, as it acts as a strong 
reflector, Tliis very fact, however, may result in the transmission of 
signals, by the sky vrave, to far greater distances than was intended 
(by the ground wave alone). This can cause serious interference between 
stations,
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ciriPi':iK Tv/o 
TIIE ITbiUTRAL ATl.IOSPiGKS

2*1 Introduction.

Althougli in the D and lower 3 Regions there are sufficient 
free electrons to affect significantly the propagation of radio waves, 
it should be home in mind tliat in these regions the highest ratio of 
concentrations of electrons to neutral molecules is approximately 1 in 10 
Thus the atmosphere may still be considered to be predominantly unionised. 
This Chapter deals with the measurement of the gross properties of the 
atmosphere in these regions, including the concentrations of the neutral 
and ionised constituents.

2.2 Measurement of Atmospheric Properties.
2,2,1 Density of lleutral Gas.

Reliable measurements of neutral gas density at altitudes up 
to 130 km have been obtained, using a light inflatable sphere ejected 
from a rocket (Faucher, 19^3 and I967). The downward acceleration, a, 
is found by means of three orthogonal accelerometers inside the sphere.
The mass density,^ , is given by:-

where m is the sphere mass,
V the sphere velocity,
and f a dinensionless drag coefficient, which is a functionvof v and 

of Reynold’s lumber. The main inaccuracy in the experiment is the 
evaluation of the velocity by integration of the acceleration.
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2.2.2 Température.

Temperatures in the altitude range 60-110 Im cannot he 
measured directly due to the low thermal capacity of the atmosphere, 
Use is therefore made of the fact that the velocity C of sound in a 
gas is a function of temperature, namely:-

wiiere S' is the specific heats ratio,
R the gas constant,
and 11 the average mass in grams of 1 gram molecule.

As a rocket ascends, measurements are taken at a number of 
points on the gromid of the time of arrival of sound waves from grenades 
detonated every few kilometres, il is measured by a mass spectrometer in 
wliich the incoming neutral particles are ionised by an electron beam, 
ïïith additional ground receiving stations, Stroud et al. (196O) have 
beo^^iso able to determine horizontal wind velocities.

e-

An alternative method for determining temperatures in this 
height range is the application of the hydrostatic relationship and 
the equation of state to the density results obtained in the falling 
sphere experiment,

Below 65 1cm, temperatures can bo measured directly using a 
rocket-mounted thermistor. For greater hciglrbs Fedele (1966) has used 
as a measure of temperature the Doppler broadening of the D Lines of 
sodium vapour trails released from rockets for wind observations.
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2.2.3 Pressure.

Below about 85 km, the pressure is sufficient for a rocket- 
borne Pirani Gauge to be used. Current is passed through a vrire of 
temperature-dependent resistance, and the steady state temperature of 
the wire will be a function of the pressure. The gauge is mounted in a 
heavy metal case, to reduce the temperature change during fli^^t to a 
few degrees, connected to a hole on the rocket slcin.

Above 85 km an ionisation gauge is used. The air inside the 
gauge is ionised by alplia particles or electrons. For a given potential 
difference between the electrodes, the measured current indicates the 
amount of ionisation, and hence the gas density may be estimated,

2.2.4 Standard Atmosphere Models,

Groves (1970) has produced seasonal and latitudinal models of 
atmospheric temperature, pressure, and mass density in the range 25 1cm- 
110 Ion. The models of the latitudinal variations in temperature were 
obtained using all leiown reliable measurements of the parameter, and the 
thermal vmid equation. Of more direct relevance to the present work, 
however, are his methods for obtaining the pressure models. The 
temperatures have been measured by thermistors up to 50 1cm, and by the 
grenade and falling sphere experiments. The pressure at a heiglit h is 
calculated from:- ^

30 fem
where ̂ ^^^^is the pressure at 30 km, for which Groves has calculated a 
seasonally varying model from the results of balloon flights, the symbols 
having the same meaning as in ^ 2,2.2, M is numerically equal to the 
mean molecular 'weight, which Groves varies as a function of height.
It may well vary seasonally also above about 100 1cm with the variation 

in the n(0)/n( c^) ratio, but it may be taken as nominally constant.
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The mass density model, which is not used in the present work, is

calculo/ued from:-

r
Groves points out that there is very little temperature data 

available for altitudes above about 95 km, and hence the models tend to 
be rather less certain than at lower heights.

i'igs, 2,1 and 2,2 show the temperature and pressure profiles 
respectively for. 1st îlarch and 1st June, Figs, 2,3, 2,4, and 2,5 show the 
seasonal variation in temperature at 65, 85, and IO5 Im, Figs, 2,6, 2,7, 
and 2,8 giving the corresponding variations in pressure. The relative 
clianges in pressure at 85 km suggest tliat it is nearer to an isopycnic 
level than the other two heights. Owing to such factors, however, as 
chemical interaction, non-uniform temperatures, and horizontal winds, 
the ideal isopycnic state, usually associated with altitudes of about 
90 km, is never achieved in practice,

2 ,3  Composition,
2,3*1 Equilibrium.

Tlie composition of the atmosphere is determined by three 
different t;;,̂ e3 of equilibrium. Up to about 90 Jen there is 
photochemical equilibrium, whereby the production and loss processes 
of the constituents take place much more quiclcly than any diffusion 
effects. Betv/een about 90 and 110 Ion there is considerable turbulence, 
which prevents any significant diffusive separation of the constituents. 
Above this height, however, the atmosphere is in diffusive equilibrium, 
i.e. the number density of each constituent falls off with increasing 
height at a rate which is proportional to the molecular weight of 

that constituent.
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2.3*2 jlolGciilar Onygen and ITitrogen and Atomic Oxygen.

At heights above about 100 km it is possible to obtain number 
densities of molecular oxygen and nitrogen, and also atomic oxygen, from 
spectroscopic measurements aboard a rocket of the absorption of solar 
ultra violet lines as a function of height (Hinteregger and Uatanabe, 
1965). .Another method, which can also be used below 100 km, is to measure 
the relative concentrations of the constituents in a rocket-borne mass 
spectrometer. Uith a knowledge of temperature and pressure, number 
densities- of the constituents can then be calculated.

A major problem with the method is the loss of the highly 
reactive atomic o z q f ^ e n by chemical processes inside the rocket, and 
Thomas (1971) has drawn attention to the consequent lack of data for 
this constituent at mesospheric heights. Profiles have been calculated, 
using vertical eddy diffusion considerations, by Colegrove et al. (19^5), 
and hesstvedt (1969).

Ilicolet and ilange (1954) have pointed out that atomic oxygen 
is produced above about 90 km by the photo dissociation of molecular
oxygen:-

0%. "4" ^ 2  0

The energy is provided by solar radiation, including L̂ aaan alpha, thus 
a diurnal variation in the production rate is to be expected.
The n( 0 )/n( 0̂ ,) ratio becomes increasingly large with increasing 
altitude,

The molecule, liaving a much smaller photo dissociation 
cross section than 0^ , does not undergo this process to any 
significant e::te]:t.
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2.3.3 Ozone.

Distributions of ozone bave been deduced from rocket 
measurements of tlie absorption of solar a ray flux ('./eelcs and Smith, 
i960), or by airglow emitted in the 80-100 1cm region (Reed, 1963).
The reaction:-

O j  +  ivv - * 0 ^  +  0  ( x ^  2 1 0 0 A )

is tlie major heating mechanism of the mesosphere. It will be seen also:*
(i) that the reaction must take place in the daytime,
(ii) that it is a source of atomic ozcygen.

At night the folloiTing reaction becomes imponbant :-

O) + O —̂  2 Oj. y

which is then a sinJc of atomic oicygen.

Thus there are two furbher reasons for expecting a diurnal 
variation in the atonic oxygen concentration. It is not-unreasonable to 
suppose that there may well be a similar seasonal variation also.

2.3.4 Iletastable holecular Oxygen.

The excited stafe metastable oiq̂ gen molecule was
suggested by Hunten and lIcTlroy (1968) as an iaporbant source of
electrons in the ,D Region, since it is lieavily ionised by radiation

o
in the 1027-1118 A range. ilore recent work by Huffman et al. (1971) 
indicates, however, that electron production is less than previously 
supposed, owing to absorption of the radiation by carbon dioxide.

Hunten and hcRlroy also suggested the reaction:-

N  +  _  NJD +  O  ;

thus further assisting electron production, by providing e:cbra nitric 
oxide for ionisation by Ljnan alpha.
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The rruniher density of 70 Inn has been, determined
by Evans et al. (1068), using rocket experiments to measure dayglov/ 
emission at 1 .27 iu the transition;-

0%. -*■

Below 70 Ion concentrations have been predicted by Gattinger 
and Yallance Jones (I966) from tvmlight observations of airglow.

The production reactions of the metastable oxygen molecule have 
been suggested by Green (1966) and Marr (1967):-
O 3 CS,') + U *  ^  O 3 Cs.)

O3 CS.) + o('p)
Oî (S,) *.BEL0W_ii3oî  0^['A) + oC’S)

2 ,3 .5  nitric Oxide.

ITicolet (1945) suggested that the principal source of electrons 
in the D re^on is the ionisation of nitric oxide. For this reason it is
crucial to haye some laiowledge of the ITO profile,

ICistialcowsky and Volpi (1957) have used a photochemical 
teclmique to determine tlie 110 profile from laboratory measurements of 
rate coefficients. Alternative methods to determine the profile have been;-
(i) From the variation in electron density during a solar cycle 

(I.Iit.ra, 1966) ;
(ii) From the diurnal variations in electron density (ilitra, I968);
(iii) From N 0"*" and 0 ^  measurements (Wagner, 1966);
(iv) From the simultaneous measurements of electron density end Ly:ian 

alpha flux (Jinith, 1966b)

A rocket experiment by Barth (I966), whidh measured the HO 
y band dnyglow, yielded results over an order of magnitude greater than

had previously been predicted. Hesstvedt (1969), using a theoretical 

model, took the effects of vertical eddy diffusion inbo account, and,
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more recently, Gtrobel et al. (1970) have considered molecular diffusion 
also. Using a sinilar technique to that of Barth, Pearce (I969, and a
private comr.Tunication referenced by Thomas (1971))# and Heira (1971)
have been able to confirm that Barbh*s figures were not an overestimate.

Meira's results are considered to be the best that have been 
obtained to date for undisturbed conditions. As they represent just two 
rocliet flights in Jonuary and February, it is not possible to dravr from 
them any conclusions regarding a seasonal variation. This clearly 
presents certain problems in the calculation of the seasonal 
variations in electron density profiles at mesospheric heights, and
further reference to this point is made in diapter 7*

Ilorton and Barth (1970) ẑid St rob el et al, (1970) have 
reviewed the various processes governing the production and loss of 
nitric oxide. The more important of these are thougiit to be;- 
PROBUCTIOB

(i) NS ^ O 4- O

(ii) 4" ^ 0  + 0

(iii) N  + O;, M O  4- O

(iv) 4- O  K O  + 0^ [Day]

IjQSS

(v) M o  f k'l? — > K  + O

(vi) M o  4- kv H O ^  4" e

(vii) 4“ M 0 — > M O  4*

(viii) (̂ 1)') 4-M o  -9» O

(ix) N O  4- 0  E w i G H t ]
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(z) K O  + O, -► NÎO^ 4- O t  f M l & H T ]

Thor-ias (1971) bas pointed out that reactions (iv) and (x) 
talie place because of the increase in Og and decrease in 0  at lower 
heights during nighttime. Thus it is expected that below about 70 Ian 
there will be more nitric o:d.de by day than by night. The calculations 
of Strobel (1971) would be insensitive to clianges in HO at such heights,

2.3.6 Water Vapour.

The concentration of water vapour in the mesosphere is 
calculated from heat exchange variation measurements aboard a rocket 
(Fedynsky, 1966)• Hesstvedt (1968), using photochemical calculations, 
has considered the effect of vertical eddy transport, whilst Bowman et al. 
(1970) have shown ths/b this transport compensates for the dissociation 
of water vapour in the mesosphere. The importance of water vapour lies 
in the formation of positive water cluster ions.

2 .3 .7 Positive Ions.

The observations of Harcisi and Bailey (I963), using a 
quadrupole mass spectrometer suggested that and 0 ^  were the
dominant ions above 83 km. Below that height, hovæver, the principal 
ion had a mass of 37"̂ , interpreted as H3O . CHi,C) . Similarly, the ion 

was also fomid. Both these ions were observed to have a sharp 
cut-off at 82.5 k:i. The spectrometer detected also the ions of sodiun, 
magnesium, calciuza, and molecular nitrogen. In more recent measurements, 
Goldberg and Blumle (1970) found a, cut-off some 4 Icm higher than that 
reported by Barcisi and Bailey.

laboratory measurements had indicated the formation of water 
cluster ions in the reactions;-

(i) + H^C + OH
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(ii)Hj0 ‘̂ .(HvOh + H^O + M  ^  (n=0,l,2,....8)
but in fact the process is blocked by the reaction;-

(iii) t  C>2, — ► O 2, +  H x O

Felisenfelcl and Ferguson (1969) have therefore suggested the 
following alternative mechanism, vrhere P is either N O  or 0^ , and P+ 
is the corresponding positive ion;-

(iv) + p ^

(v) P t ( p )  +  HiO —  p t t H v O b  + P ,or

(vi) 0 J  4- H t O  4-M  f  M

followed by for oxygen either;-

(vii)Oa.t[HxC^+HiO-^ HgCf 4 O H  + O3, , and then (ii)

(viii) Oi,(H2.o)4' H^O f/jOt Co h ) +  Oj,

(kc) HgOt(oH) 4- HiO HsOt (Hv£̂  + OH

or

, and then (ii)

and for nitric oxide:-

(x )KDT(Hi.Ĉ  ̂4'Hi.O f M  ^  ) until:-

(:d.)KO‘*;(Ĥ D)̂  f H ^ O  HjOt 4-HMO^ » 8,nd then (ii)

It is believed that ions.up to can exist, but that
they are difficult to detect Iqecause of their weak bonding, which leads 
to rapid breakup of the higher cluster ions when subjected to the 
rocket's shock wave, or the drawing-in voltage of the mass spectrometer.

Reid (1970) has suggested that the steep-ledge generally 
observed in electron density profiles at about 85 Ion is caused by the 
sudden reduction in the water cluster ion concentrations, and that these 

might have very high dissociative recombination coefficients.
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2.3.8 Negative Ions.

Host of the information regarding the concentration of negative 
ions lias been obtained from theoretical models, using rate coefficients 
measured in the laboratory. On this basis, Pehsenfeld et al. (1967, 19^9) 
have proposed the existence of the ions O  , , 0^ , ,
d O Ç  , COî , , , and . Narcisi et al. (I969) in their direct
measurements detected ions of mass l6*“, 35", 37”, 62", and 76".
Pack and Phelps (1966) have shovm tliat the ion is lilcely to
undergo hydration, becoming .

Below about 75 km the diurnal changes in 0  , 0^ , M O  , and 
concentrations affect the concentrations of their corresponding 

ions, which in turn affect significantly the value of the effective 
electron loss coefficient, e4 , as shovm in § 1.4.3» It seems reasonable 
to suppose that there may be a seasonal variation in this also.
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CHAPTER THREE
ABSORPTION

3.1 Introduction.
3.1.1 Attenuation.

If an electromagnetic wave is propagated through an ionised 
medium, there Tn.ll he tliree causes of attenuation;-
(i) An ordinary inverse square law effect;
(ii) An energy loss due to the interactions of the free electrons, 

accelerated by the wave's field, with neutral molecules, 
resulting in an increase in the electron temperature;

(iii) Scattering due to irregularities in the medium (an insignificant 
effect).

The present work will be concerned iTith (ii), known as absorption, and, 
in all calculations, allowance is made to remove the effect of (_i).

According to Lambert's Law, if a wave of intensity I^ is. 
incident on a medium of thickness ds, and emerges with intensty I, then;'

I s I, (- K. d k )  ^
where K is Iniown as the Absorption Coefficient. It will be shown that 
IC is not a constant, but a function of several parameters,

3.1.2 Un3.ts of Absorption.

The total absorption suffered by a ground-ionosphere-ground 
wave reflected at a height h is 2 J k J L \ , the unit being the Neper, 

where the unit of the absorption coefficient, K, is Neper per unit 

distance. The absorption may alternatively be measured in terms of the

f

L n  ^  ^ 2  ̂  K  <L ^

Apparent Reflection Coefficient, p  , such that ;-
k
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or measured in decibels;-

L (dl) » 8 - 7  ;C 2 j f  K  .

Certain stations publish their data in terms of an "A" value,
defined by;-

A *  L ( ç
where L is measured iii d3, f is the ws.ve frequency, and f^ the 
longitudinal component of the gyrofrequency. It will be shown in 
^4.4.1 that there is previous evidence to suggest that absorption in 
certain circumstances is proportional to (f + f̂  ) ̂  above about 2*0 LIHz 
and away from any critical frequency. Thus the A value of absorption 
should be independent of the wave frequency.

3.1.3 Collision Frequency.

7/hen the electromagnetic v;ave accelerates a free electron, 
there is no real energy loss because, in the absence of collisions, 
the electron will re-radiate the energy, causing merely a slight change 
of phase in the wave. Tie electrons, however, interact by a direct
collision process with neutral molecules, and after the collision,
their motion is random, and further energy must be supplied from the 
radio wave in order to restore their regular motion. The energy loss is 
dependent upon the relative magnitudes of the collision frequency and the 
wave and gqm*o frequencies.

The present work will be concerned with data up to an altitude 
of 110 1cm, and in this range it is possible to neglect interactions 
between electrons and positive and negative ions. The collision 
frequency, , of mono energetic electrons is given by:-

a ^  fii <<£ ir

where is the number density of the i th neutral constituent,
*blie velocity-dependent momentum transfer cross section.
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and IT the electron velocity. Provided the electron fl-nd neutral molecule
temperatures are the same, then a knowledge of the neutral atmosphere 
temperature and composition, together with laboratory measurements of the 
cross-sections enable a profile of to be obtained.

3.2 The Appleton-Ha.rtree Bcjuation.
3.2.1 The Complex Refractive Index.

If a plane electromagnetic wave 
is travelling in. the 1 direction, it can 
be represented by:-

E & Eo I (ujtr — y
where E = Electric intensity, 
üJ rr singular wave frequency, 
t = Time,
k  = Propagation factor = X C
%i = Distance along the 1 axis,
X = V/ave length, 
c = Free space wave velocity, 
n = Complex refractive index, 2-

Appleton (1927) and Hartree (1931) showed that in the presence 
of an imposed magnetic field , and free electrons of number density
N(o), n may be found from:-

X . I -  ____________________ ^ ___________________________n.

where

I - i Z  ^

ruu)'X  s Mte')

L̂,r̂ o~ ^ )

= e ^ L / m  ,
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Z  , Vefl/o ,

e = Electronic cliarge,
m = Electronic mass,
ép = Free space permittivity

= Effective electron collision frequency.
The relodionship between V̂ Çp and ^  vfill be explained in ^ 3.3,2.

3.2,2 Conditions for Reflection.

Eor reflection of a wave, the refractive index must be zero.
It will be seen that this can occur only if the imaginary part of the 
equation is zero ( i.e. ). Thus if both real and imaginary par-bs
of n are set equal to zero, the solutions obtained are:- 
Positive Square Koot;-
(a) X = 1
Negative Square Root:-
(b) X = 1 - Y* (if fff*), or
(c) X = 1 (if f ̂  f^), where ^ .

There are tvro distinct nodes of propagation, (a) represents 
the some condition for reflection as would be the case in the absence of 
the imposed magnetic field, and is therefore called the Ordinary Nave.
(b) and (c) represent the jtctraordinary .7ave.

3*2,3 Critical (Penetration) Frequency.

The maximujn value of electron density, , mthin a layer
will determine whether a wave of given frequency will penetrate that layer, 
or bo reflected by it.
For the ordinary wave at reflection, X = 1 

Lo'̂  B 1

= 6. j  « y .

B.id Mm(e^ >  N(e) .
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Thus, provided tlie/b;- 

/  60 n
where f is the wave frequency, reflection will occur from the layer.
The critical fro.money of the S region for the ordinary wave is given by:-

PoE » 3 -  Æ u x '

A similar analysis will yield the value of the critical frequency, ^  ,
for the extraordinary wave.

3*2.4 QupvSi-Longitudinal and Quasi-Transverse Approximations.

One of two approximations may he used to simplify the 
Appleton-Hartree formula:-

(a)
The Quasi-Transvorse mode appro:djnates to the conditions applying where 
B* 9 0 orXac 1 t although B itself may he significantly less than ^ 0^ ,
An example occurs near reflection level for the ordinary component off
a vertically incident wave.

w  y,‘ t o - x f y . . '
The Quasi-Longitudinal mode appro:dmates to the conditions appljd.ng where 
8s 0 and 1 , for example for the ordinary component of a vertically 
incident wave, except near reflection level.

As the present work will he concerned with the absorption of 
the ordinary wave at vertical incidence, further use will be made of the 
QL approximation. Moreover, Batoliffe (1959) has shown that if the effects 
of collisions are included, this approximation can still be satisfactory, 
even near reflection levels.
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3*3 Evaluation ox the Absorption Coefficient.
3.3.1 Use of the Appleton-IIartree :.f:uation.

The complex refractive index nay be divided into its real and 
imaginary parts as follows:-

Substitution of this into the wave equation 

£  s. Eo Coyt " "2T ^  , yields

E. s  Eo I (ujt' -   ̂  ̂% J X,^

s Eo (j %  ^  ^

The wave amplitude v/ill decay exponentially with distance, and the 
absorption coefficient, K, is defined by:-

K C
It nay be shovm that application of the QL approximation to the 
complex refractive index formula yields:-

ae,mc f *  (w +
The + and - signs refer to the ordinary and extraordinary waves 
respectively (although strictly the appro:djaation cannot be used for 
the latter).

For the ordinary wave, u . will be given by:-

) -  X _  . H W
I ÊC m. , u>^
3.3.2 Categories of Absorption.

Inspection of the above equation for K suggests tliree different 
categories of absorption:-
(i) Non-Devi at ive Absorption;
a Except near reflection level, wliorey* is significantly different 

from 1, K may be siLiplified to:-
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^   K  U) Veff

Z i o f n c  (uj +

^  At heigirbs below about 60 Ion, where ^  to , the equation reduces to:-

. _ g L
^  - Z t o m e .

The collisions are so frequent here that the electron has not had the 
opportunity to acquire much energy, hence in the collision there is only 
a little energy to be lost, and K is theoretically independent of frequency,
(ii) Deviative Absorption;

This occurs near reflection level, where ̂  is significantly different 
from 1. For wave frequencies above about 2 LUdz, and at those heights 
where Vgjjf , n(e) may be eliminated from the absorption equation,
yielding:-

‘ 1 7  ( r  ■ a )
3,3,3 Generalised Collision Statistics.

One of the assumptions made in the derivation of the Appleton- 
Hartree equation is that the collision frequency, , is independent
of electron energy. Phelps and Pack (1959) pointed out, however, that 
laboratory experimenb^ using nitrogen^ indicated that the collision 
frequency was directly proportional to the electron energy. This result 
was confirmed for the case of molecular oxygen by Huxley (1959).

Assuming a Ilaxwellian energy disbribution for electrons, den 
and \7yller (I9o0) generalised the Appleton-Karbree equation. This is of 
considerable importance in absorption since it increases the theoretical 
values of absorption by between 30 and 100 percent, Tliis is because a few 
electrons with high energy ocui lose as much energy as many electrons \7ith 
much less energy.

In the quasi-longitudinal case of the Sen and fyller 
generalisation, the expression obtained for the absorption coefficient is*.-

K  = f  . _ L .  C
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The C Script integrals have boon calculated by Lurlco oncl Kara (I963), 
according to the expression:-

C .  L o d  =  J n
t  r -1

It nay be shown that in the asyaiptotio limit if CU , 
the classical Appleton-IIartree absorption equation can be used, by 
setting ; or, ± f \ ^ U )  , by setting ̂  ,
thereby simplifying the calculation of absorption,

3 ,3 ,4 ■ Full Have Theory.

In certain circumstances the whole Appleton-ilaitree equation, 
and even its generalisation, using essentially the concepts of ray 
optics, is inadequate. It has been assumed tlist the properties of the 
medium do not alter appreciably over one wavelength but, in the case of 
low and very low frequency radio waves this is not the case. In particular, 
at reflection the wavelength of all radio waves TtLll become infinite, if 
collisions are neglected. In this case, however, it has been shown that
the ray theory will yield a more than adequate result except near a
critical frequency,

Ratcliffe (1959) and Budden (1966) have studied the effects of 
the coupling between upgoing and do^wnconing waves. An analysis of the 
differential wave equations yields solutions that have no parallel in 
ray optics,

3*4 Implied Variations in the Absorption Coefficient.

Listed below are the variables which determine the value of K 
for a given tdne, altitude, and wave frequency. These are then traced 
back to the measurable parameters. It will be recalled that 11(e)
ill addition determines the reflection level, which is the upper limit

It.
of the integral J k  a  .
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The magnetic latitude will also affect the absorption, in its value of 

at a particular location.

a n( , c Cos ’)C

n(Oj^), d n(Ionisable constituents)
n(0) e n(Absorbing constituents at greater heiglits)

b Temperature f Solar fluxes at the different wavelengths
^  Effective electron loss coefficient.

Diurnal Variation

jc is the dominant cause, although the nitric oxide concentration 
is greater at low heights by day tlian by night, hence d will also be a 
factor. In addition, £ varies at low heights because of the change in 
negative ion concentration between day and night. There is virtually no 
diuma.1 data for _a, b, and _e, and certainly not on an hour-by-hour 
basis. It is thou^t, however, that the effects of any variations of these 
would be insignificant compared vrith those of c.

Seasonal Variation

a, b, £, d, O f and possibly £  are the causes of the seasonal 
variation. In addition, f varies slightly due to the inverse square law 
effect of the sun-earth distance. For a, the seasonal variations in the

, and 0 concentrations can be estimated if certain restrictive 
assumptions are made. These will be discussed in detail in ^7,1,3,

The seasonal variation in n( O^) is needed again for £, because 
the Ly;ian alpha ionisation of ITO depends on the amoimt of molecular 
oxygen present to absorb the radiation. It will be shown in diapter 7 that 
certain Summer/.,'inter variations have been suggested by various authors 
for and nitric oid.de (part of £), but no month-by-raonth values e:d.st 
for either quantity.
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Solar Cycle Variation

f is loiown to be a major cause, although Thomas (1971) has 
suggested that there may be changes in the concentration of nitric o:dLde 
and certain excited constituents. Thrane and Piggott (1$65) were unable 
to find any correlation between ^  below 110 km and solar epochs.

Groves (l9o9) has given a preliminary indication of possible 
density changes in the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere by a
factor of 1 .3, but no definite evidence is yet available.

3.5 Experimental Llethods.
3,5.1 Venbical Incidence Pulse Absorption.

This method, laiô Tn as Al, is the standard method for measuring 
absorption. The lowest frequency which may be used to measure adsorption 
at vertical incidence is 1,6 IIHz, being governed by the amount of 
absorption suffered in the D region, and the signal/noise ratio of the 
transmitting and receiving system. The upper frequency, 6  l - E z , is 
determined by the ability of the F region to reflect the wave (i.e.^f^K^).

Both deviative and non-deviative absorption will occur both on 
upward and doivnward journeys. In practice, aerial systems are usually 
designed so tliat only the ordinary component is received. In any case, 
the extraordinary component suffers ((f + f^)/(f - f^)) times more 
absorption than the ordinary component,

Owing to fading, a statistical sample over a period is taken to 
find a mean amplitude. The time should be not less than ten minutes, and 
not more than about fifteen minutes, or the absorption itself vd.ll have 
changed. The calculation of L values from the streng-bh of the reflected 
signals involves a knowledge of the receiver calibration factor, itself 
found from nighttime multiple reflection measurements. Inaccuracies lia.ve 
been shown by Piggott et od, (1957) to be caused by noise, inmenerence,
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pulse dispersion, pulse reflection, and scattering,

3,5*2 Relative Ionospheric Opacity, Rioneter,

Tlie X I method of absorption measurement operates at 20-30 l u i z ,  

well beyond the penetration frequency , and measures the galactic
cosmic noise flux. At higher frequencies there is too little absorption, 
wliile at lower frequencies there is too much man-made noise. The apparatus 
of Little and Leinbacli (195^) scans a bandwidth of 100 IcEz, findiig the 
minimum noise level, in order to reject interference from radio stations.

It is assumed that the flux incident on the earth’s atmosphere 
is constant from a given direction in space. The ratio of signal strength 
at a parbicular sidereal time to one at a similar time will give a measure 
of the relative ionospheric absorptions. Zero absorption is defined to 
occur on a night of low magnetic activity.

Host of the absorption occurs in idie D and ?2 regions, Because 
of the low magnitude of absorption, rsj % dB, it is not generally used at 
loTf latitudes, but is useful in the s'budy of ionisation caused by particle 
precipitation in auroral polar regions, where the absorption would be too 
great to permit Al measurements, Parthasarathy et al, (1965), using 
several frequencies, have been able to obtain a profile for 11(e),

3,5,5 The Oontinuous fave Oblique Incidence Hetnod.

This method (A3) is theoretically the simplest means of measuring 
ionospheric absorption. A pen recorder is connected to the l/F stage of 
a radio receiver tuned to a distant radio station normally of frequency 
0,01-5 121a, As the ray path tlirough the ionosphere is oblique, the theory 
is somewhat different from that for vertically incident waves.

It has been shown, however, by Lnrtyn (1955) that, neglecting 
the imposed geomagnetic field, for an obliquely incident wave of frequency
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f, reflectai.l c,t a tnie heif̂ ht h, there exists c .n equivalent vertical 
frequency , reflected at the same true height, sharing the same virtual 
hei{ilit h*, and suffering the same absorption as the obliquely incident wave. 
The relationship between them is given by:-

A disadvantage of the method is that it is not always possible 
to distinguish between the several different paths by which the composite 
wave has travelledj and for an unambiguous ano.lysis of the measurements, 
the receiver should be carefully calibrated. It is important also that the 
transmitter power should be constant.

In order to calculate the absorption in dB, ideally the signal 
strength should be compared with that on a night when there is a strongly 
reflecting 3s layer present, Since this does not occur very frequently, 
Schwentek (I9c3) has suggested a means of determimiing- the appro:d.nate 
Es signal streng'ch by eifcra/oolating the graphs of the diunml variation.

h'

R

The Equivalence Theorem of Martyn 
for plane earth and plane ionosphere
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C1LIPT3II FOUR

Piuir/i0U:5 uoiu:

4 » 1 .Rgpori:-position of Temporal Variations.

Owing to a constantly clianging ionosphere, due to such causes 
as winds cmd turbulence, there is a large rejidon variation in the amount 
of absorption suffered by a radio wave at any one time. There are, in 
addition, superimposed on each other, diurnal, seasonal, and solar cj^le 
variations in absorption. If any one of these three variations is to be 
observed, then the effects of the other two must be eliminated, and a 
sufficient number of measurements taken to minimise the effect of the 
r:mdom variation.

4.2 Solar Cycle Variation.

Using data for mean monthly noon absorption at 4 linz Cll) at 
Cambridge (52,2*E 0,1*S) and Slou^ C51»5*S 0,6*7) for the period 1955- 
1952, Appleton and Piggott (1954) found that for each individual month, ^ 
there was a reasonably linear relationship between absorption L, and 
suaspot number % of the form;-

«-t +
where the constants and were found by the method of least sguc^res, 
Alternatively, the equation may be expressed as:-

i s  «-t ( \ +
Appleton and Piggott obtained the following values for cl; and I r i

I Jan, Feb, IJar, Apr, llay Jun. Jul, Aug. Sep, Oct, Nov. Dec.
10,4 11,5 12,2 12,2 15 .0 12,2 15 .0 15 .0 12,2 9,6 8,7 8 .7

9 ,2 7 ,0 7,5 11.5 10.9 15,2 11 .1 3,5 8,8 8 ,9 8 ,5 9 .6

In a si.iilar analysis of data at Ibadan (7.4*"u 5.9*3), Slimier 

a)id Aright (1964) reported the following values for |0V at 2.4 Ifis:-
2,7 5.1 2.9 2.4 2.2 -2.2 1.9 2.5 2.7 2,2 5,2 2.9
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Its mean annual value of 2' ( 0  ̂compared with the corresponding value
of 3* (O^at 5,7 ISSZf and agreed well with the value of

3*0 (O^obtained by Skinner (1956) for Singapore (1.5*3 105.0*3).
The values tended to be larger at Southern solstice than at northern 
solstice or equinoxes. The larger overall values at Slough were ascribed 
to increased E and F region absorption in temperate latitudes. Because of 
tliis, and also the fact that the percentage of D region absorption is 
smaller at 5.7 EEz than at 2.4 lIHz, it was proposed that there is more 
sunspot control over the E region than over the D region.

Bibl et al. (1965)» from observations of twelve month ruiming 
means of noon absorption at Freiburg (43.1*3 7*6*3) have considered the 
relative variation of the deviative and non-deviative components (as 
defined by Bibl and Rawer (1951))# with changes in sunspoÿ number. They 
found that althou^ the deviative absorption was the more dependent upon 
solar activity, if R became greater than l60, no further increase in 
absorption of this type occurred.

From vertical incidence measurements at Aaltair (17.7*3 85.5*3) 
during 1965 and 1964, Rao and Rao (1966) obtained from monthly values of b, 
annual means of value # and 1*58 *- i O  for 2,0,
2.5, and 5,0 Idlz respectively. Although these results are internally 
consistent with the conclusion dra\7n by SldLnner and Aright (1964), they 
are overall sonevhat liigher 'tlian previous observations. Since in this 
case only tvra years' measurements liave been examined, both of low solar 
activity, the results are not as statistically significant as those in 
tlie above references.

In an analysis of a and b, using twelve month running means of 
absorption at Freiburg, de Bilt (52,1*3 5*2*3), Kokubunji (55*7*3 159*5 3}, 
and Ilonte uapellino (44.6*11 9*0*E), Iligashimura et al. (1969) found that 
a increased steadily from 24.0 dB at de Bilt to 23.5 dB at IColuibunji. ilo 
such dependence vras found for b, whose values were found to be noninally 

constant at . (This method precludes an evaluation of the
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seasonal variation,)

4.5 Diurnal and Seasonal Variations in Absorption,
4.5.1 Some Theoretical Considerations,

Appleton and Piggott (1954) employed equations devised by 
Appleton (1957), in order to compare their experimental data vrith 
theoretical values of the total absorption. Assuming that there was a 
single Qiapnan layer with no deviative absorption, Appleton showed that 
for the ordinary component;-

if the effective electron loss coefficient, oC , is independent of pressure; 
or, ifot is proportional to pressure;-

f K  Ik + w j )

Jaeger (1947) considered thyabsorption suffered by a wave either 
transmitted througli or reflected by a Chapman layer. For a vertically 
incident wave, o,nd neglecting the geomagnetic field, the total absorption 
Tfithin the layer varies according to;-

- L p ^

where F is an analjM̂ ic function of f, f^, and cos^, whose values have 
been tabulated by Jaeger, This function takes the form of an integral, 
whose limits are determined by whether f is greater than or less than f^, 
in which case reflection ■'.Till not take place within the layer, but at 
some higher level.

Bibl and Rawer (1951) und Bibl et al. (1962) have shown that 
absorption can be expressed in terms of its non-doviative and deviative 
components ;-

t  B  F(t/t,E)
and whore the measurements of several frequencies are available , the 

constants A and B can be found graphically ("Spider's Aeb ilomogrcmi" ),
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Piggo'bt (1964) has pointed out, however, that certain of the assumptions 
made in calculating. F(f/f^3), for e:camplo the profiles of 3> , and oC , 
ond. the use of the QL approximation for deviative absorption, tend to
nalce the method unreliable.

4.5,2 Presentation of Results.

In measurements of absorption as a function of another quantity, 
X, a choice o:d.sts as to which parameters shall vary and which shall 
remain fijced, Below are listed the different possibilities

Fixed Type
Date, f Diurnal

X Variable

(i) X Tine
(ii) X Time, f
(iii) A Date
(iv) Date Time
(v) As (i) or (iv).

Date, (f/f E) Diurnalo
Time, f Seasonal

, f Seasonal
t "Dâ ftime Absorption”, , caused by solar 

radiation is calculated from;-

/ ' / ^  /

It will be sJiown how these different methods can yield 
information about different aspects of the ionosphere. The fixed time is 
usually local noon. Because there is a diumsd variation superimposed • 
upon the seasonal variation, the results of methods (iii) and (iv) 
will have quite different meanings, and, as such, they cannot be 
readily compared.

4,5.5 Previous Results.

« The value of the exponent in the cos^ relationsliip was first 
investigated experimentally by Appleton (1957). Using (iii), he obtained 
the result n = 0.3 . For the diurnal variations (i), Best and Ratcliffe 
(1953) obtained the value 1.5, but Taylor’s (1943) value was 0.37 .
The results of various authors indicated a decrease in the value of n
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with increasing frequency, Appleton and Piggott (1954), reviewing the 
various values, suggested 0,7 as a mean for sunspot minimum conditions, 
and 0,75 for sunspot maximum,

Beynon and Davies (1955) in their analysis of absorption 
measurements of types (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) made at Swansea 
(51#6*̂1I 4#Cf a), concluded that in the months Ilarch - October both 
diurnal and seasonal variations in absorption could be represented by;-

1  * A + B f (Ç/F»ê)

where the term A varies with solar activity, and P is the Jaeger function. 
In the remaining four months, because of anomalously higli absorption by 
day, the above formula was only suitable for diurnal variations,

SldLnner and Aright (1964) investigated the absorption at 
Ibadan (7.4*3 3.9*3) by methods (i) and (iii) for size frequencies from 2,0 
to 7.5 tlHz, They found that the cos*^law was obeyed only approidâ iately, 
The mean seasoned value for n at 2,4 I-Sz was found to be 0,9 at simspot 
maxiinum and 1,6 at sunspot minimum. They showed also a seasonal 
variation in the diurnal value of n,

Bibl et al, (I965) from a long term series of observations at 
Freiburg (43,1*3 7.6 3), reported that the diurnal variation was caused 
mainly by non-deviative absorption, and that in the diurnal variation 
there eicLsted greater absorption in the evening than at the time of equal 
^  in the morning. They suggested also that the seasonal variation Diî it 
be produced by the systematic variation in height of the 3 region.

Davies (I965) has dravm attention to a decrease in n at liigh 
latitudes, and to some evidence suggesting a small decrease in 
equatorial regions also.

In a survey of A3 absorption measurements, Lauter (i960) has

pointed out tliat if diurnal results for low frequencies are calculated 
by method (v), then values of n between 1,3 and 1,5 are obtained.
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Kotadia o,nd Patel (I969) liave investigated the effects of 
lunar vari.vLion on radio waves at different frequencies over a period of 
nine years. They conclude that the effect of lunar variation in absorption 
is semi-diurnal at solar maximum, but diurnal at sunspot minimum.
The semi-diurnal variation affects h*E, and seems to affect the absorption 
particularly if the wave frequency is close to f^E, The m.axinrum lunar 
variation is^'t 0*5 percent.

4*5,4 Diumad Deviations from the Cos"%  Law.

■ An analysis of Appleton and Piggott*s diurnal data indicated 
that maximum absorption occurred in general about twenty minutes after 
local noon. It had previously been shown by Appleton (1955) that tlie 
time of occurrence of pealc electron density in any layer suffers a delay 
on that of pealc electron production by an amount given approximately by;-

the effect being analagous to the relaxotion time in a plasma.

Ilitzsche (1967) has shorm that diurnal data (i) for oblique 
incidence absorption, , at Heustrelitz (55.5*3 15*1 *E) is given by:-

L ' t  *  L o

and a logarithmic plot of as a function ofCwT^^^will yield, with
suitable choice of Y , an excellent straight line. The values obta.ined are:

2614 IcHz 395 Ici 2775 kHz 220 km
n (Hin. ) n (Ilin. )

1*00 25 Spring 1*00 18

0*64 40 Summer 0*64 40

0.55 10 Autum 0*78 15

0,59 15 Tinter 0*50 20

The large Oummer delay tends to suggest a reduction in od at tjiis season,

especially in view of the increase in 11 (e).
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4*3*5 Seasonal Deviations from the Gos^X Law,

In an analysis of 'Tinter Anomaly, Bê vion and Jones (1965 a) 
indicated the presence of a lag in the seasonal variation in absorption, 
si-iilar to the diurnal delay, so that a plot of Log L against Log (Cos%) 
did not yield a straight line of slope n, hut became instead a loop*
They suggested tliat the cause was meteorological rather than geomagnetic 
in origin, and showed that certain meteorological parameters yielded 
similar curves when so plotted*

Certain anthers, such as Aakai et al, (I969) and Higashimura 
et al, (1969) have found the least squares straight line, although a 
loop is quite clearly present in the data tliat they exhibit,

Lauter and Ilitzsche (196?) have shown semi-annual variations 
in absorption (iv) for a low sun height (Cos%= 0,2), with minima, of 
different magnitudes, in April and October,

4*4 Further Expérimental Absorption Results,
4*4*1 The Variation of Absorption with Frequency,

Both of the equations derived by Appleton (1937) for the
2total absorption, imply that it is proportional to l/(f + f^) •

Appleton and Piggott (1954) investigated the experimental validity of 
the relationship over a range from 1,2 to 5*5 Ldiz, by measuring the 
absorption at noon on certain fixed days. Except below about 2,0 Ifiz and 
near the critical frequencies, a straight line was obtained for a plot of 
L"̂  ̂against f, TriLth a frequency intercept of -1,2 Idiz, compared with the 
theoretical value for f^ of l,l6 Idlz,

Reference has already been made to the frequency-dependent 
fimction of Lemmon and Davies (1955)* SldLnner and Aright (1956, and I964) 
have pointed out that a l/(f + f^) relationship holds for the absorption 
measurements at Ibadan, A similar dependence was found by Yasuda (I963)
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at Kolcubujiji (35*7 3 139*5*3)* Rao et al, (1962) obtain a l/(f + f̂ )̂  

relationship for Deliii (20,6̂ 11 77*2*3), with values of m ranging from
1,1 to 2,4 ,

Wiiitehead’s (1957) formula for absorption at Slougli (51*5^3 0,6*7) 
and Cambridge (52,2*̂ 17 0.1*3) is;-

L . + c

where B and 0 show different seasonal variations. The results of the 
present ?/ork appear to confirm the need for a seasonal variation in 
frequency dependence.

The relative accuracies of the various empirical fori-iulae in 
certain limited conditions have been compared by Jain and Betty (1963),

4.4.2 Ainter Jmomal^r and Sudden Stratospheric V/armings.

The worst deviation from a linear relationship between Log L 
and Log (Cos^) is to be found in the Winter months, for which the 
absorption is anomalously high. The Winter Auiomaly is not uniform but on 
certain groups of days par’cicularly high absorption will occur, Appleton 
and Piggott (1954) have shown tliat the effect does not occur near the 
equator, being a maximum at mid latitudes, Appleton and Piggott have 
suggested that it is caused neither by magnetic activity nor by changes 
in the intensity of solar radiation,

Tliomas (1962) has shown that at any one time the area over which
n 2the effect is observed is of the order of 10 km , Gregory (1965) 

suggested that it might be caused by vertical transport of ionisable 

constituents.

A possible relation -with a lower altitude phenomenon, knomi as 
a Sudden Stratospheric Warming (Stratwarm), was first investigated and 
sho’.'/n to exist by Bossolasco and Blena (1963&/b). In a stratwarm, the 
temperature at- the 10 mb (30 lun) level rises suddenly by up 00 50 G
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for a period of about a week over an area of similar size to that of
Winter uionaly, and is accompanied by a dramatic change in the upper 
stratospheric structure and circulation pattern,

Tlie superposed epoch analysis of Shapley and Beynon (I965) 
indicated that an 13* G increase in the 10 mb temperature resulted in a 
25 percent increase in ionospheric absorption at 1 lIHz, Belrose (I967) 
has detected clianges in the VLF phase height and increases in absorption 
when stratwarms occur,

Mawdsley (196I) and Seclirist (I967) have proposed that the 
Winter Anomaly mi^it be caused by an enhancement of the nitric oxide 
concentration, itself produced by a mesospheric warming, related perliaps 
to a corresponding stratospheric warming.

Beynon and Jones (1965b) have indicated a statistical 
relationship between stratospheric warmings and increases both in the 
maidxium virtual height of reflection from the 3 region, and in .
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C H A P m  FIVE 
THE PR33E1ZD SlgSRIIiEIgAL WORK

5,1 Ecjuipnent.

The experinental work was carried out on the top floor of a 
‘building in central London (51*5*3 0*1*7), The equipment consisted of 
two HRO-M radio receivers, and trro 1 ma F,3.D, pen recorders operating 
a,t 1 inch per hour. The recorders were connected to an amplified 
signal of the l/P stage of the output, the circuit diagram for tliis 
modification being shovm in Fig, 5*1 •

Q-vTing to both intermittent fading of the radio signal, and 
also occasional electrical interference, it was inibially found very 
difficult to determine the mean reading on the paper chart a,t any one 
time (Fig, 5*2). The capacitance v/as increased from 1 ̂ F  to 5 y*.F, 
and the improvement can be seen in Fig, 5*3 , althougli this did result 
in the system having a time constant of about fifteen minutes. 
Consequently, as with A1 measurements, the value of signal strength

s '

read from the paper chart for a par-bicular time represented an average 
value for a period roimd about that time. As noon measurements of 
absorption were being taken, and as absorption clianges rapidly only at 
sunrise and sunset, this was of no importance.

The aerial for each receiver was at a height of approidmately 
15 m above ground level, pointing in the direction of the transmitting 
stations. At frequent intervals each receiver was calibrated, using a 

llarconi TF, 144G signal generator.
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Prcan Second 
I/F stage <■

OA 81 2 ^  - - 0.005 Rectifier Assembly

Zero Set + H.T.

Meter or 
Pen 
Recorder 10 kSl 1 W

Rectifier
^sembly

12 AH 7
Time Constant 
ad.toh

initially % 1 ywF 
altered to t 5

Amplification Circuit with Output for Meter or Pen Recopier

Fie. 5.1

Modification to ERO-M Radio Receivers
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5*2 The Method.

Receiver 1 was tuned to Radio Luxembourg (49.6"il 6.1*E) 
at a transiiittiiaj freciuency of 1.434 hlla, and Receiver 2 to Radio 
Strasbourg (48.6 I; 7*9 3) ut 1.277 The horizontal transmission 
distances are 500 and 65O km, corresponding to equivalent vertical 
frequencies of approximately 50O kHz and 300 kHz respectively.

Periodically the R/F gain control was adjusted so that the 
reading of the pen recorder was approximately in the middle of the 
chart at midday, to facilitate interpretation of the charts.

Prom the charts and the calibration data were foimd the 
monthly median values of the field strengths of the signals detected 
by the receivers, Tlie taking of monthly medisjis further reduces the 
possibility of electrical interference affecting the result,

5.3 Tlie Results and discussion.

The results are given in the table below, A = sign against 
a value indicates that the monthly median is based upon only a snail 
number of daily values due to technical reasons,

Peb, liar, Apr, Hay Jun.. Jul, Aug. Sep. Oct,

1969

RX 1 9.0 4,6 3 .2 2.3 2.3 1.4 2.1 2,1 7.5
RX 2 6.7 4,3 5.2 =6,4 =3.0 2.9 2.8 2.2 3.6

1970

RX 1 8.0 4 ,5 2,8 2,0 0 .9 1.8 = “ 1*4 2,7
RX 2 5 ,1 5.8 3 .0 2.3 2,0 2 ,7 2 ,7 1 .5 2.5
These results are shovm plotted in Pig, 5.4 •
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It T̂ill "be soon tliat in I969 the peak absorption occurred 
in about mid-July for HX 1 and about mid-SepteLiber for R}C 2.
1970 is rather more difficult to judge for RX 1 because of the missing 
data. It would seen, however, that for both stations there is a peak 
of absorption in June and another in about oeptenber. It may be 
significant that for all four measurements, the September absorption 
is rather higher than might be expected from a simple Uos^p[ law.

The results of these, and other oblique incidence measurements 
will be further discussed in ^7*6 .
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OILU-THli SIX 
TJU: HTALY JI.J

6.1 List of the Stations.

The monthly median values of noon absorption at the following 
stations were examined :-

SLOUGH (51.5*U 0.6̂ *17) A1
Freq. niz 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 4.0 4.8
Year
1947 X X X X X X
1948 X X' X A X A
1949 X X A X X A
1950 A X A A A X
1951 X X A A X X
1952 X X X A X A
1955 X X X X X
1954 X X A A A A
1955 X X X X X

FR3I3UR0 (43.l"ll 7.6*3)
Freq . Idiz 1.725 2 .05 2 .44 2 .90 3.45 4.10 4.88
Year
195^ X A V X 7
1957 A X A A X X X
1958  ̂X X X A X X X
1959 X X A X X
i960 X X A A X A X
1961 A X X A A A X
1962 X X X A A X X
1965 A A X A A JLT
1964 A X X X X A
1965 X X X X X X
1966 A X X A A A T
1967 X X A aV X A A
1968 X X A -'V A
1969 X X X X X X X

DE BILT (52,1*% 5.2"E) Ai
Freq. IIHz 1.95 2 .30 2 .60 2 .90 3.20
Year
1958 X X A A A
1961 . X A A X A
1962 A A -V A
1963 JV X T X X
1964 A X A A A
1965 X X A
1966 X X X A A
i960 =
1969 ? V ~ 7 :=

5.80

A
A
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PORT sv.i::loy, .rjHLun) i.;lh:oo (51.7*3 57.0*%} , 2 .6 i m

= 1950, 1951, 1952, 1955, 1957, 1959, i960

HOHUPqpJl (35.7':I 139.5*3) Al 2 .4 HHz
= 1957, 1958, 1959, i960, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965.

IBAOAH (7.4*11 3.9*3) Al 2.0, 2.4, 3.05, 4.0, 5.8 LIHz 
= 1954, 1955, 1956, 1958.

LIAO vlJ (51.7*H 10.1*3) DAII Horddeich Radio 2.614 HKz ^  ( f ^  1.5HHz)
(Reflection Point 52.7 % 10.1 3)

= 1957, 1950, 1959, i960, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965.

A p sign denotes tlmt absorption neasurenents were plotted on
a long term basis, and an X indicates that in addition they were analysed 
on a year by year basis. Txiere a year by year exaaiiaation did not take
place, it vras for one or more of the following reasons
(i) One or more months' aeasnrenents were unavailable;
(ii) It ‘was visually clear that no reasonable curve could be fitted 

for the seasonal variation;
(iii) There were insufficient measurements of a similar t'̂ pe with which 

to compare the results.

Individual years* measurements were also analysed for the 
following stations (frequencies inlZIz):-

( A i m  A-ta (43.2*N 7S.9*E) ^  2.2, 3.0
( Asî'J'̂ bad (37.9*îî 53.3'E) ^  2.2, 3.0
( Kuhlunggljom: (54.1°H U.8*E) ^  0.245, 1.178
UO3C0TJ (55.5’it 37.3'E) M  2.2, 3,0 

1959 Kur-miisk (6 9.0'i! 33.0*E) AJ, 2.2, 3.0
( A h ev 'jo 'o 'o y tla . {52.4°il 4.1*’7) ^  1.95» 3.50
( IColcu’ounji (35.7*E 139.5*2) ^  2.00, 2.40

' '  ̂ I KUo'en (54.4* IJ 13.3*2) Al 3.86

( (39.7*2 140.1'S) AJ_ 2.5

'J»
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Seasonal variation in mean noon 
absorption at Freiburg (E c 100)
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Seasoiml variation in .mean noon
absorption at de Bilt (R = 100)
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1964, 1965, )( Liiiùau (51.7*H lO.l'ü) a3 2.614 
)( -  

1966, 1967 )( Ifeustrelits (53.3 il 13.1'E) A3 2.614, 2.775 •

6.2 The Olioice and Reduotion of Data,

Because of atnospheric turbulence, and other random variations 
in siGual strength, it is necessary to talie the monthly median values of 
absorption. A choice exists in an analysis of a seasonal variation 7/hether 
to talce monthly values with constant solar zenith angle, or those at the 
same time of day (noon). The latter course was adopted because there were 
more measurements of this type available, and, in addition, the use of 
constant values involves, in the Summer months, the taldaig of absorption 
measurements near sunrise and sunset, when the absorption itself is 
changing rapidly during the sampling period.

In order to reduce further the effects of ra/ndon variations, and 
to eljjainate the effect of varying simspot number, where several years' 
measurements were available, preferably a whole solar cycle or longer, 
they were treated by the method of Appleton and Piggott (1954), described 
in $4,2 , The "mean" absorption in the i th month for a particular 
arbitrary sunspot nuaber R is defined by:- 

+ b * j|̂ R

The values of R chosen were 0 (very low), 100 (mediim-high), 
and 175 (very high solar activity). represents the absorption for zero 
sunpot number, vtiile b'j_ is equivalent to the response of the ionosphere 
to a change in solar flu::, A typical graph of tliis type is sliomi in 

Fig, 6.1 .

Measurements were also analysed on a year by year basis, and in 
this case the following approximate simspot correction was applied:-

I f  « g  +
where is the "corrected" absorption to a mean sunspot number R, , and
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tlie imcorrected absorption value for a sunspot number R^ •

The method depends upon the availability of values of b'^ , or 
in their absence, corresponding values taken from another station of 
equivalent frequency, for which several years* measurements are 
available. One cannot rely, ho.Tover, on these values being the same from 
station to station, and it will in fact be shown, in ^ 7 .8 .2  

that the long term analysis of kreiburg, Slough, and de Bilt yielded 
somewliat different values of b'^ for each station. Because there were 
measurements for more years than at Slou^ or de Bilt, the values of 
b*i of Freiburg were used for those stations for which their own values 
could not be calculated,

6,3 Seasonal Variation in Absorption,
6.3*1 Preliminary Observations,

Figs, 6,2, 6,3; cmd 6,4 show the mean seasona.1 variation in 
absorption at K = 100 for Freiburg, Slough, and de Bilt. A clear 
departure from any direct Co^p6 relationsliip is immediately noticeable. 
One effect which does not appear to have been commented upon in the open 
literature is the subsidiary imiociaum at the lower frequencies in April 
(or hay in tlie case of dlough),

6,3.2 Tlie Investigation of the La-; in Absorption,

In order to measure the difference between the times of 
n?.ximun absorption and ma;-:ii-ium (Jos ̂  , the follovrlng procedure was 
adopted:-
The "best fit" polynomial of degree II was found for the eight monthly 
absorption values (calculated by one of the methods described in ^6,2), 
The measurements for hovomber to February inclusive were not incorporated 
so as to avoid the complication of anomalously high Winter values in the 
ourve-fittii:ig process. The data both in this analysis, and in the 
"model" calcul,ationo, described in Cliapter deven, corresponded
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to the middle of the month, rather than the first day of it.

The curve thus generated was then automatically scanned at
half-monthly increments by the computer to find the appro;dj.iate date of 
maximum absorption. To determine the date more exactly, the curve was 
differentiated and tested by means of the lievrfcon-Raphson method for the 
position of zero gradient.

Denoting y as the absorption in dB, and x as the month
(2.5 represents mid-LIarch, i.e. 2.5 months of the year completed, etc.),
the computer was programmed to determine the least squares coefficients,
A^, in a polynomial of degree IÎ given by:-

At M t
y  = s A«

1
H being an integer whose upper limit was eight.
If an initial approximation for the x value of the maximum
(i.e. whore ̂ /c^oc»0) is x^ , the Ilevrbon-Raphson gives an iiproved
approximation of;-

, Xj -  F ' ( q j ) ,
fts NT+I

An ( a - O x " '

-3fVsK+’l
F " ( x ) *

Tliis process vras repeated luitil there was good agreement between 
and Xj^^ f i#e,:-

I ( ocj - ^  O ' O o S

The "Delay" was calculated as beiig the number of months that 
the turning point in absorption occurred after the correspondiig 

turning poinb in Cos ^ ,
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6,3#3 Tlie Degree of the PolynoniiaJL

The choice of the degree of the pol;;,nio:.iial used depended to 
a considerable exigent upon the t^pe of data being analysed, and this 
fell into three categories 
a IIid~l.:ititude data on a long term basis,
b Low latitude data on a long term basis,
c_ Hid-latitude data for individual years.

a In an i’litial analysis, e, program was prepared for fitting a
polynonial of degree two, but the absorption could not adequately be 
defined by such a curve. In subsequent analyses, therefore, a computer 
library subroutine, perr.iitting polynomial degrees up to eight, was used 
instead. As a check on the validity of the subroutine, it was used 
initially for degree two. . Tliis gave results identical to those
found in the early analysis.

A policiomial of degree tliree might well be unreliable also, 
because, even neglecting Tinter anomaly, turning points are to be 
eiqiected three montlis before the staut and two months after the end of 
the data bein^ivestigated. This implies three turning points altogether, 
whilst a degree three poljuiomial can accommodate only two such points.
In practice this polyiiomial was even less useful tiian might otherrn.se 
have been expected, owirq; to the presence of the subsidiary mæcimum 
during April or May.

It miglit be argued that in order to obtain as good a fit as 
possible, a pol2,niomial of degree (II - 1) should be used for the M data 
points, in this case eight, Ko’wever, despite the previous smootliing of 

the data, a random variation might still be present. In view of this, 
the inevitable smoothing introduced by a lower degree polynomial is 
then actually desirable. Consequently some compromise value for the degree 

of the polyiowiial vn.s required.
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(dB)

OoJnAp Aa
Pig. 6*5 A Comparison of the Seasonal Variation in "Raw**

% Raw data Absorption Data with, that yielded By its Least Squares
^ Degree 4
0 Degree 5 Polynomials. (1*7^5 MHz, R=100, i^eiburg, Pig. 6.2)

Delay

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5
(MHz)3.6 4.42.0 Preq

Fig. 6.6 "Delay" Values obtained from the Slou^ Absorption Data 
shown in Fig. 6.3

....... April data omitted
-------May data omitted
— » —  ' June data omitted

July data omitted

August data omitted 
0OÙOÛOÙCC September data omitted 
------  Full data included

X Degree 4 & Degree 5
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Polynomials of degrees four and five were in general 
reasonably consistent with each other? and so it was decided to use 
both of these in the main analysis, whilst degree five was finally chosen 
for comparison Td.th the results obtained from the theoretical model.
Pig. 6.5 shows a comparison of "raw" absorption data with its 
corresponding least squares polynomials.

^  Tjie problem at low latitudes is somev;hat more complicated, as
UosyC now lias two peaks in the year, one sometime around Ilarch, the 
other around September (the precise times depending on the latitude), 
while two troughs occur, one each in June and December. These four 
turning points indicate that a polynomial of degree five is needed.
TJinter anomaly is not present in equatorial regions, so data throughout 
the year may be used.

In order to define more clearly the December trough, the 
absorption values for January and February were placed both at the 
beginning of the year and at the end (i.e. fourteen data points 
altogether). Results were obtained for degrees six, seven, and eight.

c Ileasurements of absorption for individual years were clearly
less reliable than mean results of a group of years, wliich had already 
undergone a certain cjnount of smoothing in ‘the draiving of the L / B. 
graphs (or its equivalent calculation on the computer). Some smoothing 
could be accomplished by the choice of a lower degree of polynomial for 
the curve fitting. However, in this case, if there were anomalously high 
absorption in any one i.ionth, the effect would be to centre the one and 
only peak at tliat point.

On the other hand, a higher degree of polynomial could
accommodate two pealcs, in wliich case a scan for the peak could be
carried out over a fairly narrow range of dates aroiuid the Summer solstice.

In some cases it v/as impossible to decide which was the "genuine" peal:
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and wliich the anomalous one, whilst in others the computer chose who;b,
from a visu-h assessi.ient, appeared do he the wrong one. In the subsequent
interpretation of the results for polynomials of degrees four and
five, delays of less than -2-̂- or greater them +2-t months were clearly 
unacceptable, as were delays found from ill-defined curves.

6*3*4 The Oomnuting.

The analysis of absorption measurements vras carried out on 
the University of London Atlas computer, using ëlCŒILf autocode.
Tlie calculation of theoretical values of absorption, to be described in 
Chapter Devon, was carried out on the University of London G.D.C,
6400 and 6600 computers, which only cone into operation during the course 
of the present work, and were much faster than the Atlas computer.
FORTiLVF IV (FUir compiler) was used as the progromiiing code.

6*3*5 The Results.

Figs. 6,6 and 6.7 show "Delay" values plotted as a function of 
wave frequency at Slou^i and Freiburg, for B = 100. In order to check 
the reliability of the curve fitting process in finding the time of 
maximum absorption, the curve was re-computed eight tries using a 
poljwiomio/l of degree four, but systematically omitting each month in 
turn from the eight data points. The one set of sone.rhat inconsistent 
delay values at Freiburg was obtained when hay’s absorption value was 
witlilield. This had the effect of accentuating the April peak, so that it 
became the dominant one. Overall, however, these results, together with 
the "complo'be" data for degrees four and five, suggest that the method 
is satisfactory, and give an indication of its limits of accuracy.
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Fig, 6.8 shows the Delay values for degree five at R = 100 
for Freiburg, olough, de Bilt, Port Dteuiley, Liiidau, and Ko’aibuiji. 
The results of the first three stations would appear to show a 
consistent trend, whilst that of Port Stanley suggests that a 
similar effect occurs in Sumer in the Southern hemisphere*

The significance of the results for Lindau, ICoIcubunji, 
a,nd equatorial stations, together with the results for R = 0 
and R = 200, and the data for individual years, vn.ll be discussed 
in Chapter Deven.
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CHAPTER SEVER 

THE EVALUATION OF A THEORETICAL ABSORPTION MODEL,
AND ITS USE IH A DISCUSSION ON THE DELAY EFFECT IN ABSORPTION

7*1 The Production of the Model.
7,1,1 The Aim.

In order to find a possible explanation for the asymmetric 
seasonal variation in ionospheric absorption, theoretical values of midday 
absorption at a latitude of 50*H for R =  0, 100, and 175» calculated
on a month by month basis using model atmospheres, end incorporating 
wherever possible seasonal variations in the parameters.

7,1.2 The Sources of the Values of Parameters used in the Calculation.
A " + " indicates the availability of monthly data.

Temperature + , and Pressure +
Solar zenith angles +
Sun / Earth distance + , for )

)
solar flux correction factors) 
U.V. flux for Oj^L'û^ionisation 
All other solar fluxes 
n(0 )/n(0 2) ratio at 120 km + 
nCHg) , n(Og)
n(0) (Fig. 7.2)

n( ) (Pig. 7.3)
Galactic cosmic ray

electron production rates )
Lyman Beta molecular cross sections

Groves (1970)
ÜRSI Station Manual (1957)

Astronomical Ephemeris C1970) H.M.S.O.

Hall and Hinteregger (1970)

Swider (1969)
Mayr and Mahajan (1971) (Fig. 7.1) 
Norton and Barth (1970)
Norton and Barth (1970), Hesstvedt

(1969)
Evans et al. (1968)

Webber (1962)

Samson and Cairns (I964)
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Pe Ap Jn ÂU Oo De
Pig. 7*1 Seasonal Variation in n(0 )/n(0^) at 120 km.

82

mid Northern Latitude, (Mayr and liahajan, 1971)

140

120
(km)

100

80

n(0 )
Pig, 7.2 Mean Animal Atomio Oxygen Profile

o Kbirfcon and Barth (1970) % Hesstvedt (19^9)

(Vaines above 105 km and below 70 km 
obtained by extrapolation)

nCoJ'AjV lÔ"' (m~̂) 10̂ ®
Fig. 7.5 Metastable Molecular Oxygen Profile (Evans et al., 1968)
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Lyman Alpha Cross Jeotions:-
Photo absorption for (ù,̂ )
Photo absorption for (IT )

Photo ionisation for (ITü )
»50-120 A absorption cross sections 

2-10 f absorption cross sections 
Ionisation efficiencies 
P^C^^Ionisation cross sections 
Absorption cross section for (Ô  )

bee (1935)
Ditchbiirn et al, (1954) 
V/atannbe et al. (196?)
o',rider (l9o9)

Clark and V/ayne (1970) 
Huffnan et al. (1971)

A nuinber of models for the nitric ozide coneenkration and the 
effective electron loss coefficient v/ill be subsequently described in 
more detail.

7,1,5 Seasonal Variation of Molecular Onyyen, Atonic Gnyg-en,
and J-olecular Aitro^en Concentrations.

With the data available for moan annual n^O? ) , n(0 ) , 
and n(l'l2 ) profiles, monthly temperature and pressure profiles (at 
5 km intervals) up to 110 loi, and proposed monthly values of ii(0 )/n(02 ) 
at 120 km, the following procedure was adopted;-

a Craplis of the temperature, and pressure data corresponding to
the first day of the months I.Iarcli - hovembor nore dra-.rn for each Iieiyht,
so that values corresponding to the middle of the monbhs march - 
October could be interpolated from them. This comprised the basic 
temperature and pressure data input to the computer, from mhich, for 
eacli month, values a'u 1 Ini intervals in the range 65-110 km were 

interpolated.

b Insofar as atmosphoric pressure in the range 40-110 km is
conoorjied, molecular oxiAien and nitrogen s.re dominant throujiout, 
whilst atordc o:cygon is insignificant below about 85 Icii.
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One nay write:-

It (oj) + rvĈSvI) *  ri Co) •  Ç-j)iLÎ

and in those ranges where atonic oxygen is of any significance, its 
concentration may he considered to vary according to:-

n C o )  »  a . ,  0 - 1  n C o J )

where is a function of height only (i.e. a mean annual ratio). 
while Oç, will in general he a function both of season and height.
The only information available in the literature for is given for 
a height of 120 Isi by llayr and Ilahajan (1S71), and is shoT/n in Fig. 7,1 
In the absence, therefore, of any other seasonal data for atomic oxygen, 
it was decided to use the a^ values throughout the range 
110-85 lui, below which a seasonally constant profile was used.
Further, one may write;-

M  ( W j )  « [  r i L O C ) n«Cl̂ v) ^
where a- is a function of height and season. There is no evidence to 
suggest a lapge seasonal variation in az , although it-is not 
unreasonable to suppose that there may be a small one. In the absence 
of other data, therefore, a^ was talc en as a function of height alone.
It is for this reason that, in calculating the pressure values used in 
the present work. Groves (1970) found it necessary to assume a mean 
molecular weight as a fimction of height alone.

Solution of the equations jdelds:-

/ \

«(0) ..
1 + I ^ 1, J
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Tlie absence of temperature and pressure data on a seasonal basis at 
heights of 115 and 120 li.i would normally have meant a seasonally 
invari,ant optical depth at 110 km. To avoid this, the proportional 
seasonal variation at 110 km of atomic and molecular oxygen and 
molecular nitrogen lias been superimposed upon their respective mean 
annual values.

Because the mean n(0)/n(02) ratio at 120 lam of hayr ,and 
I.laJiajan does not agree Trith the single ratio of Ilorbon and Barth's (1970) 
results at that altitude, the relative seasonal cliangs is retained,' but 
the absolute values of the ratio are changed to conform with ITorton and 
Barth's results, which are used both above and below this altitude.

It was found desirable to increase a^ for all months in the 
range 65-IIO Ici by an average of tliree percent. Tliis change was made 
because otheirwise the molecular oxygon would have absorbed too much of 
the LiXuin alpha radiation, and this in turn would have resulted in 
insufficient radio wave absorption. Below 35 km, where n(0) is 
insigiiificant, an x percent change in nCh^) , causes a 4x percent change 
in n(Û2) , a si:aila,r change in the electron production rate, and a 
2x percent in electron density and hence in the absorption coefficient.

In the absence of any firm evidence, no attempt was made to 
adjust the density for var’âng solar activity in the manner 

suggested tentatively by Groves (1969).

7.1,4 The Computing.
7,1,4.1 Evaluation of the Optical Depth and Electron Production Hate.

The evaluation of the optical depth and electron production
were carried out in the subroutine OPDB?. The subroutine was called once 
for each process (Byman beta, nine ranges of soft % rays, five ranges of 
hard h rays, nine ranges of ionisation of , rnd ïyman alph/J ,
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It was assunod thr.t in all cases there was zero optical depbh 
at 150 hi, as tho iiicre.-.so in optical depth between IpO Isa and 140 Isa 
was insignificant, Counting doYmv/ards;-

The optical depth at the i th height 
= the optical depth at the (i - 1 ) th height +
(tlie height interval % Sec %  y*

^  (Absorption cross section of j th species of molecule 
Average number density of j th species at the (i - 1 ) th and i th heights) )

N ̂  4 r and in the case of a  rays, the "total oxygen molecule
concentration" is considered as ( n(02) + 0.5n(0) ) , as shown by
Henry (196?).

The heights were I50, 140, IpO, 120, II5 lea, then IIO-65 km at 
1 km intervals, followed by 60, 55» 50, 45» 40 lea. The intenr/als were 
chosen with the aim of making as good use as possible of the data 
available. On the other hcnd, the use of 0,5 lui intervals would have 
required greater computer resources, vritli a conseciuent slower turnround 
of programs. As it was, several arrays of variables were used for a 
number of different parameters in the course of the program, which had 
the effect of minimising the necessary "memory" store. Once the optical 
depth had reached forty, the calculation was terminrvbed, as electron 
production rates at lower altitudes for this particular process would be 
negligible.

The electron production rate for a particular process 
at the i th height

2= (Average annual sim-earth distcnce/sun-earth distance for month)

X Average annual incident solar flux for the process

X e:cp(— optical depth)
J jM

X ^  (Ionisation cross section of the 3 th species S 

its number density owg the i th height)
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II 6 2 .
The electron production rate thus generated for each process 

was aggregated with the electron production rates of the other processes 
for the height and month concerned. After the addition of the galactic 
cosmic ray electron production rates, the electron density was 
calculaied in the usual way, using the values of electron loss 
coefficient to be discussed later.,

7,1.4.2 Calculation of 11 ono-Bnerget ic Collision Frequencies.

Using the cross sections of Banks (1966), Rangaswamy (1969) 
obtained the following equation for the mono-energetic collision 
frequency of electrons with neutral pa,rbicles:-

Vn  6 (aC^C).‘l-6o5.T *  + n ( o ) . \ S 7 - Z j ? ) , i  l o ' ' ^

where T is the temperature of the neutral atmosphere, provided that 
thermal equilibrium exists between electrons and neutral particles. 
Evans (19o7) has shovrn that this is in fact the case in the D and lower 
E regions.

Tlirane and Piggott (I966) liave pointed out, however, that 
calculated collision frequencies of this type liave a V/inter maoiimuji 
above 90 lo:i, whereas measurements suggest thab the opposite is th.e case, 
ITo satisfactory explanation has yet been found for this discrepancy,

7 .1*4.3 Evaluation of .Script Intega-als.

Integrals of the type:-

whore 0 is a dummy variable, needed in the ;Jen and V/yllcr (1950) mo'bhod 
of evaluating the absorption coefficient, are evaluated numerically, 
using either the Trapezoidal Rule or Simpson's Rule. Althougli tables of 
these integrals have been prepared by Burke and Ikra (195$), it was
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found nore satisfactory to evaluate the inte^yral each tine it was 
roouireu.

The trapeaoidal rule was adopted "because it facilitated a 
gradual increase in S0 » which was required for reasons à and h "below;-

X s  tÜSfcJàit

At 60 loi with a wave frequency of 2.0 HHz;-

( l i a A A j d o f V  V, 1 . 
V i'l  ̂ ;o ’ J

or at 105 Icri trith a wave frequency of 3 «2 lEIz:-

111 the function:-

I
the tern e:.p(-0) will increasingly predominate once 0 "becomes greater 
than unity. Thus, initially, at 0 = 0 , J0 needs to "be very snail, 
and a value of 0,005 was taken in this case.
If (0 is kept constant at tliis value 
tlirougliout tne integration, two pro’olems 
arise :-

61a Approni lately 3 ^ 1 0  separate areas 
would need to "be summed, requiring 
considerable computing tine, 
b As 0 increases, f(0)# G 0 rapidly 
diminishes, and the area of each further 
step "becomes increasingly insignificant 
compared wi'hi the area, tliat has already 
been sumied. A s the computer can . 
nor'ially store only fourteen significant
figures, t]io area of each of the remaining strips will be lost in rounding 
errors, Tho h.iportant point here is that although the area of one strip 

mi gilt be insignif icaiTu, the area of a group of strips need not necessarily 
be.

/  : r -
i f

X

— 0 —̂  0 .5

i//T 1.0

1.5 1.5
/ 12' 2 .0

- ^ 2 .5
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The problems were overoone by incroasing ^0 by o. constant 
factor of 1,17 for each successive strip. Thus the early parb of the 
curve was scanned at small intervals of 0 , whereas when f(0) 
approached a simple e:q>onential decay, £ 0  was increasing to compensate 
for this. One thousand strips were generated, enabling the integral to 
be evaluated upto0=)c»t-lO

. Using test data, a number of typical script integrals were 
calculated for comparison with the values obtained by Burke and liara 
(19&5)* In no case was there a discrepancy of greater than 0,5 percent, 
and in view of the large uncertainties in the values of the other 
parameters, this was considered to be perfectly adequate.

7*1.4.4 Evaluation of K , and /̂k dli ,

The following expression was used for the absorption 
coefficient:-

^ 4. r )
the refractive index being given by:-

m  s, 1 s  1 -  &0-5

At reflection, yc is zero; hence the necessary electron density fo3 

reflection, 11'(0) is given by:-

^  g f y/&0'5 , and hence:-
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The absorption in the interval between the i th and (i - t) th 
noaj I ,s for the incident \7ave, plus the absorption between the 
(i - I ) th and i th heights for the reflected wave, was calculated from:"

Ai Ui) = s-7.2 ĴL. X ( J \
^  ( N t h e V

lLi_i - k̂ ') V. F

F being a fraction equal to 1.0 except at reflection. If;- 

N i - 1 ^  >  M ’̂ ) , then:-

j ^ l ^ \  s 0 • A:a estimate of the height of reflection was obtained from:-

k  s  k l  +  F  , —  h i , )

and if reflection had not- taken place by 110 Ian, the reflection height 
was set equal to zero to indicate that, because of this, it had not 
been possible to calculate the total absorption, and also that the 

wave frequency was above f^f.

The total absorption was then obtained by summing the 
indivi'iual absorption values over the intervals from 40 km to t’le

height of reflection.
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7,1.5 llio CTnoicG of Profile for the Effective 
Electron Loss Coefficient.

Tho absorption coefficient is proporbionrul to the electron 
density, anl inversely proporbional to the refractive index, itself 
a fimction of electron density. In addition, the height of reflection 
is a fimction of the electron density,

cince the electron density is given hy;-

a small increase in the profile of the effective electron loss 
coefficient can therefore cause a considerable change in the calculoted 
value of total absorption, although it is not always possible without 
calculation to Imow in which direction this change will take place.

At present, however, there is very little data for under 
undisturbed conditions, none of it being- on a seasonal basis. Profiles 
simnarised by Lîitra (1968) must be discarded because of their use of a 
production rate based on wliat are now considered as unacceptably low 
concentrations of nitric o:d_de.

Reid's (1970) determination of oL , using Barth's (I966)
110 profile, and including a steep ledge in oL at aroimd 87 lin, was 
used in the preliminary model calculations. It yielded values of total 
absorption 50 percent too low, with a large proportion of it occurring 
above the ledge, with the result that there was virtually no reduction 
in absorption with increasing frequency. The profile extended only to 
95 Ici, whicli required an extrapolation of a further 17 Im for use in 

the present work.

A recent determination of 0 ^ by Hall (private commimication), 
which simuibanoously measured the electron density and absorption of

pLyman alplia and 2-10 A X rays, provided confirmation of the ledge.
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These results ou^ht, therefore, to be nore reliable and have in fact
jTLGldod in tne no !.el, absorption values i.iuch closer bo tliose ob'bainod
by experiment, hall's measurement also tends to be unreliable above
about 90 3d, because it neglects the effects of ionising radiations in

0in the range 50-120 A , and the reflection heights obtained in the 
model were inconsis'bent with those calculated from R.R-.E. 
incoherent scatter data (Taylor, private conimmicabion), Since in 
general at reflection height, electron production rates due to the 
ionisation 01 nitric o:d.de are of minor importance, adjustment of tlie 
effective- electron loss coefficient to yield satisfactory reflection 
heights was carried out before the final choice of profile for HO was 
made, after which further slight o,djustments were necessary.

It is quite possible that ok varies seasonally, and preliniimry 
reports by Folhasted et al. (1972 a, b) suggest that e\d.dence for such a 
variation he.3 been found. In their investigation of mesospheric nitric 
o:d.de concentrations during a polar cap absorption event, Ilarcisi et al, 
(1972) have reported that the molecular ion / water cluster ion ledge, 
normally found at 87 3d, occurred at 73 km during the day, and 77 3d at 
sunset. From this it was inferred that under undisturbed conditions also, 
the height of the ledge might vary diurnally, and hence quite possibly 
seasonally as well.

Provided that reflection heights are not affected, the loværing 
of t'ne height of the ledge would increase the absorption, with the lower 
frequencies being increased by a relatively greater amount than that of 
the higher frequencies. Thus if the variation of Cos ̂  is considered, 
midday may be ans.lagous to ouixaer, and the time near sunset to Tinter, 
the Cummer absorption would be increased relative to tiat in Tinter,

Iloreovor, Follcestad (1970) has indicated that the D region 
water vapour content in Tinter is lov;er than that in Cpring and .Uituun,
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Bardsloy and Biondi (1970) have su^^ested that on theorotical [;ronnd3 
tho dissociative reoonbination oocflicient should be inversely 
proportional to the square root of temperature.

In the absence of any further definite data, however, a
seasonally invari-ant effective loss coefficient was adopted. In any 
case, in the hei-jht ranrjo 65-O5 loi, an increase in is, iron the 
computing point of view, exactly ©Juivalent to a correspondii\,‘ decrease 
in n(hO). It was therefore felt unnecessary at this stage to invoke any 
seasonally changing profile for oC , when the equivalent necessary 
adjustment in absorption could be obtained without this complication, 
by varjHLng the nitric o:d.de profile.

hall * s profile for oL had to be extrapolated downwards from
70 Ion. Bor the salce of consistency, it was decided not to use tliose
"values for the lower ionosphere obtained by Larson and Houston (1969)
using a method similar to that of lîc.11, but whose value at 70 km was 
one and a half orders of magnitude smaller. Bor the same reason, the 
data of Johannesen et al. (1972) available only between 83 and 86 .5 km,, 
could not be used, despite its greater detail within that range.

Big. 7*4 shows the profiles of at obtained by Reid, and Hall. 
Also shown is Hall's profile after correction, which was used in 
subsequent calculations in the present work.

7.1.6 The Choice of Profile of Hitric Oxide Concentration,

In initial calculations, the nitric oxide profile of Keira
(1971) was used, mcrgin_ into that of Hesstvedt (I969) bolow 70 km.
This is oliown in Big. 7.3. After subtraction of Rayleigh scattering, the 
profiles of Barth (I966) and Pearce (19&9) onn be brought quite well into 
lino with those of Heira. In addition, Harcisi et al. (1972) have 
obtained rocket measurements during a PGA event which yield further 

confirmation of I.eira'0 profile.
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Porguson has pointed out, however, that Meira's results are 
not really sensitive to mesosp-'orio nitric oxide because the concent rât ion 
profile is calculated from the differential of the integrated (1, 0)/ 
dayglow emission profile, whose major contribution cones from ilO above 
95 Inü. otrobel (1972) has argued the need for a technique of measurement 
of NO that is sensitive at mesospheric heights; while Narcisi et al. 
have pointed out that until this is available, no seasonal measurements 
of concentrations will be possible, because the uncertainties in the 
measurement will probably be greater than the seasonal variation.

It Tfill be seen from Pigs. 7*6 - 7*8 that the use of seasonally
invariant 110 profiles and the ^  profiles of lîall both before end after
the correction described in ^ 7#1#5, resulted in quite unacceptoble
absorption minima in June. Bather than vary the profile, it was
decided instead to retain the I.Ieira / Hesstvedt NO profile, but to
multiply it by a factor which was a function of the month concerned.
Pigs. 7.9 and 7,10 show the effect on absorption of such a profile
proportional to Cos %  , before and after the correction of
respectively. Pigs. 7*11 and 7.12 show the effect of profiles proportional
to Cos“X  » and Cos X  a - i \ i.e. with half a month's delay./ * .on un "■ *2 /
Although there has been some improvement, the June value of absorption
is still less than that in either May or July.

A very large number of models were then run, in order to find 
what seasonal variation in the above factor was needed to produce as
good an agreement as possible with the experimental results, both as a 
function of season and of wave frequency, These factors were found to be:-

Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug, Sep. Oct.
1 .2 1.5 2 .0  3 .1 2.7 2 .2 1 .6 1 .1

Altji.ouji tho figure for Juno in portioulor n;.v soon rather hJ-Ji, it will 

be rcnioiiibered that the seasonal ch'Uigo in electron density below 87 lorn.
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arbitrarily assigned here to changes in n(NO) may in fact be partly or 
wholly due to changes in oi •

Recent theoretical work by and Laird (1972) suggests
that at 70 km the ratio of Summer to Winter concentrations of NO is four. 
Between about 80 km and 105 km, however, their Winter value is in excess of 
their Summer one. Strobel (1972), Swider (1972), and Donahue (1972) all 
point out, however, that below about 60 km Meira's values may be too h i ^  
to be compatible with the observed concentrations of NO**".

It may be seen, therefore, that considerable uncertainty in the 
concentration of nitric oxide still exists, and the justification for the 
present suggested seasonal variation is in the nature of the results that it 
produces. It is not in any way claimed to be the unique solution, but as one 
possible solution that may be found using the other parameters at present 
available.

7*2 Tests on the Model.
7*2,1 Electron Density Profiles and Critical Frequency Variations.

The model's electron density profiles at R = 100 for March, June, 
and August are shown in Pig. 7* 13a. The March and June profiles, each for 
R K 0 and R = 175 are shorn in Pig. 7* 13b. Comparison has already been made 
in Pigs. 1.1 and 1.2 with various experimental profiles. Pig. 7*14 shows 
a comparison of the calculated reflection heights for 2,0 and 3*0 MSz 
with those obtained from the R.R.E. data (Taylor, private communication).

Two further tests were applied to the model's electron density 
profiles* In those cases where the wave had failed to be reflected 
(indicated by a zero in the "Reflection Hei^t”), the wave frequency was 
greater than f^E. This value of f^E was then compared with the value 
obtained from the empirical relationship j-
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ïliG results are sliovm in the following table 
de Bilt Freiburg

f E Cite) f s (n:z)
CosX Month K CosX Month R

Model SrAuir. Model linnir.
*484 Oct. 0 < 2 .70 2.75 .550 Oct. 0 < 2.80 2.84
.583 Mar • 0 < 2 .9 0 2.88 .638 Mar. 0 <3.00 2 .9 6

.652 Sep. 0 <3.00 2 .96 .707 Sep. 0 <3.10 3.02

.756 Apr. 0 <3.10 3.05 .784 Apr, 0 < 3 .15 3.10

.786 Aug. 0 < 3.15 3.10 .829 Aug. 0 <3.20 3.14

.833 iMiy 0 < 3.25 3.15 .872 May 0 <3.35 3.18
,860 Jul. 0 < 3.25 3.18 .894 Jul. 0 < 3 .25 3.20
.874 Jun. 0 < 3 .30 3.19 .908 Jun. 0 <3.35 3 .36

.484 Oct. 100 < 3.25 3.18 .550 Oct, 100 <3.40 3 .32

.583 Mar. 100 <3.45 3 .32

.404 Oct, 175 <3.40 3.43

The results for SIcugh are almost identical to those for de Bilt.

q . B

At Reflection yu. = 0 , therefore 

E  g  k , (where It p ), and hence

o - S \ [ b ^ o  ^  H u f C )  c n % ]

Thus, for a given sunspot nuifoer, a logarithmic plot of as a
function of CosX ̂ n-ght be ejcpeoted to yield a slope of 0,5 •
The figure obtained from the graph" (Big, 7*15) was 0,63 , 36 percent too 
lii[̂ i (Beynon and Brown, 1959). It seems to imply that the value of oL ,
chosen for a particular altitude so as to cause a certain frequency to 
be reflected in a particular month, \7ill not necessarily be the correct 
value in other months, Alternatively, this high figure may be caused by 
incorrect temperature or pressure data, or incorrect milling ratios of the 

various constituents. ffiiis is believed to be the first calculation of its 
type to determine the seasonal variation in electron density in the 
E region.
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28

JaAp DoÂU

Fig. 7 .1 6

Seasonal Variation in Absorption at R g 100

—  —  — “ X de Bilt, 1*95 MHs )
-«7W////////A Slou^, 2.00 MHz ) Mean experimental data
........ Freiburg, 2.05 MHs )

&X
O

Model values of absorption, corresponding to 
the above experimental results.

Note on Figs. 7.16 - 7.18 and 7.22 - 7.2T
For reasons of clarity, only one line has been drawn between the 

model values. In each case this joins the medians of the three values.
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(dB)

52

28

GoAp

Seasonal Variation in Absorption a't R = 100

——- — —% de Bxli»f 2*50 HHz- )
Slou^, 2*40 MHa ) Mean experimental data 

   Freiburg, 2*44 MSz )

A Model values of absorption, corresponding to the 
above experimental results.
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gjg. 7.18

Seasonal Variation in Absorption at R » 100

Slou^, 2.80 MHa )
— — X de Bilt, 2.90 MHz ) Mean experimental data

.   o Preiturg, 2.90 MHz )

 ̂ Model values of absorption, corresponding to
g the above experimental results.
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28

20

ÂU O oAp
Fig. 7.22

Seasonal Variation in Absorption at R = 0 

——— — —% de Bilif 1*95 MH2$ )
/m/tmMitk Slou^, 2.00 m z  ) Mean experimental data
   Freiburg, 2.05 MHs )

à Model values of absorption, corresponding to the
above experimental results.
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(dB)

28
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GoÂaAp

Seasonal Variation in Absorption at R a 0
— — - —X d© Bilt, 2#30 MHs )

Slough, 2.40 Miïa ) Mean experimental data 
, 0 Freiburg, 2.44 MHz )

^ Model values of absorption, corresponding
to the above experimental results.
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(dB)
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20 .

GoJn

Fig. .IiM
Seasonal Variation in Absorption at R = 0

Slou^y 2 #80 MHa )
...... X da Bilt, 2,90 MHa ) Mean experimental data
 *... o Freiburg, 2,90 MHa )

^ Model values of absorption, corresponding to the
 ----X above experimental values. In those cases lûiere no

o value is shown, the frequency is in excess of f^B,
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(dB)

OoAuJ aAp

Seasonal Variation in Absorption at R a 175

------X de Bilt, 1.95 MHz )
Slot#, 2.00 MHz ) Mean experimental data 

 .....   Freiburg, 2.05 MHz )
o Model value» of absorption, corresponding to 

the above experimental result».
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Fig. T.26 Seasonal Variation in Absorption at R « 175

' — — — — — X de Bilt, 2.30 MHg )
Slou^, 2.40 IvîHz ) Mean experimental data 

 •»»© Freiburg, 2.44 M5z )
^ Model values of absorption, corresponding to 
Q the above e:q>erimental results.
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i à

i

V

Slough, 2.80 MBs )
------X de Bilt, 2.90 MHz )
 •••o Freiburg, 2.90 MHz )

5 Model values of absorption, corresponding 
^ to the above e]q>erimental results.

Mean experimental 
data

28

Au OoAp

7.27 Seasonal Variation in Absorption at R = 175
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7.2.2 Agroor.iGnt of Model v/ith Values of Absorption
r.nl "Delay" at R = 100 .

BecGAise of their different latitudes, the stations freibnrj, 
Slouch, and de Bilt each have different values of Cos %  for their local 
noon. As this is a term in the calculation of the optical depth, and 
hence also electron density and absorption, the model yields slightly 
different values of absorption for each of the throe stations. All other 
parameters have of necessity been assumed to be identical. Fig, 7*1& 
shows a comparison of theoretical and experimental values of absorption 
at the three stations at around 2^0 MHz. Tlie enhancement in April
in the e:n?eri:aental values has a rather less pronounced counterpart in tiie 
model values. In general, the models are in better agreement with the 
experimental values ti'Jien as a whole than one experimental value T/ith 
another,

file sane can be said of Fig. 7*17 , which shows the values 
of absorption at around 2,4 lAIz, Model and experiment both sliow an April 
enhamcement, but this time to a smaller extent. Fig, 7«d8 shows the 
si'kuation at around 2,9 MHz, The June and July values for the model are 
rather on the low side (of, 2,0 lllz),

7#19 shows the values of "Delay" calculated for the 
models at H = 100 . It will bO' seen tliat from 1,8 to 3.0 MHz the station 
of lowest latitude (Freiburg) has the liighest delay, but above tliis 
frequency the situation is reversed, Tîie experimental values of delay 
(Figs. - 6.8) do not appear, however, to e:diibit a similar general 

trend,

Tlie significoAice of tho delay values for frequenoios below 1.8 

MHz will be discussed in ^7.4,1 •
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7,3 Observations from the lIodGl.
7• 3 • 1 The Relative I.i;>ort.'\:iGo of the Different Ionisation Broccssos

for the Various Solar Activities,

The grouping of the ionisation processes into categories
(i) Lyman alpha

*(ii) Lyman beta, and 30-120 A A rays
(iii) Ionisation of Oi.
(iv) 2-10 A X rays

is similar to that adopted by Thomas (1971). Fig. 7.20 shows the
June production rates for groups (i), (ii), and (iv) both at d = 0 
and R = 173. It will be seen that although the largest relative chenge 
has taken place in the 2-10 A X rays, Lyman alpha and Lyman beta plus 
soft X rays still maintain overall control, ho solar dependence of the 
nitric o:d.de concentration has been included in the model but, as 
Thomas (1971) has pointed out, this is lihely to be more signiiicn,nt 
tlian the change in Lyman alpha flux.

Fig. 7.21 shows the production rates corresponding to R = 100 
for lîarch, June, and August for each of the groups. Cosmic rays have 
been excluded from the diagram, since their electron production rates 
only become sigmficant at altitudes where little absorption is talcing 
place,

7,3.2 'Ihe Model ' s Values of Absorption at Low sjid high Sunspot 
numbers, and a Comparison with Experimental Values.

Figs, 7.22 - 7.24 show the comparison of model and 
and experimental absorption values at R = 0 for frequencies near 2,0, 

2.4, and 2.9 MHz respectively. Figs. 7.23 - 7.27 indicate tlie
corresponding situation at R = 173 •

At R = 0 , for 2,0 and 2,3 MHz again the model ymelds rather 

too lauch absorption in June. At a frequency of 2,9 MHz, tliis is very
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near to, or in excess of, f^E, except in the mid-duminer months.
In these circusstances, the model miglit he expected to yield unroll. Pule
results, Tnere no result at all is indicated , f E has been exceeded,o

For R = 175 I it is the experimental values of absorption at
2 , 0  and 2 ,3 MHz tliat exliibit a most irregular beliaviour. TlmLs effect 
will be discussed in §7*4 . For all frequencies, the theoretical 
model yields absorption values slightly on the low side.

Direct comparison of the results in the present work with those 
of George (1971) is not possible for the following reasons:-
(i) All his absorption measurements have been normalised to the 
overheal siui position (i.e. CooTC:: 1). This ho,s involved the use of 
a direct Gos*^^ relationship, which has, in the present work, been 
shô .m to be miroliable.
(ii) In order to calculate JlSi^Àk , ho lie.s used the absorption data at
several frequencies, and has assumed tliat the absorption is proportiona.l 

—2to (f + f|̂ ) « Quite apart from the previous evidence, outlined in
5 4,4.1 of the present work, Figs. 6,2, 6 ,3, and 6,4 certainly seem to 
suggest that the frequency dependence is a fimction of season,

7 ,4  Tlie Variations in Delay,
7,4,1 An Exte:ision of- the Model to Lower Frequencies,

Appleton and Piggott (1954) have pointed out that the use of 
an absorption formula at frequencies lower than about 2,0 MI-Iz leads to 
inaccuracies in the final result. It was dociled, nonetheless, to 
investigate whether the values of delay obtained for the theoretical 
values of absorption in the range upwards from 0,9 I-lIz would yield any 
insight into the overall processes, A graph of delay of theoretical 
absorption as a function of frequency for Freiburg at R = 100 is shovm 

in Fig. 7.2% .
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2.0
Delay
(Months)

1.0

0.0

2.0

oo

-5.0
1.4 (MHz) 1.81.0

gig. 7.28

"Delay*' Values ohftalned from the Absorption Model
for Lower Freguenoies at Preihiirg (R = 100)
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Up to 1,26 LUIS tho delay is static, after wliich. a peed: in 
absorption a p „ ' e a r 3  in April, whicli turns the delay in bo a I g -j x I .  .It 
1,74 lUIz tliere is a olear ninii.ium in the June absorption, and by 1,73 
LUIz the AUjpust peid: has becone larjer than that in April or Luiy, with the 
result that t-ie delay changes "asyiptotically" from -2-̂  to +1“ months. 
Above this frequency, the delay gradually diminishes, iiirther 
information on tliis can,be obtained by considering the effect of varying 
sunspot number.

7,4,2 The Effects of Varying Uolar Activity on Experimental
and Theoretical Values of Delay.

Pigs, 7*29 and 7*50 show the values of delay for the 
experimental results as a function of frequency, corresponding to R = 0 
and R = 175 respectively, in the same format as that for R = 100 (Pig, 
6,8).

Various features emerge from the figures
(i) In the range 2,2 mHz to 5,2 mHz, each station exhibits increasing

Delay with increasing solar activity. Above tliis frequency there 
would seem to be evidence that it is the lower sunspot number that 
Trill have the greater delay, and at frequencies above about 4,0 MHz 
no real conclusions may be drawn, due to a shortage of data,

(ii) In the case of Lindau, it can be argued tlrnt this is perhaps at
the frequency where there is the "asymptotic" change in delay,
mentioned above, moreover, the relative values for the delay for 
the three different solar activities, and also the delay value at 
Freiburg for R = 175 > lead to the conclusion tliat possibly the 
position of the "asymptote" might be determined by solar activity; 
the liigher the sunspot nuaber, the higjier the frequency at vfiich 
the asymptote occurs,
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Fies. 7*31 ciii'i 7.32 sliovf the values of delay for the model at 
R = 0 aiii R = 173 (t'le values at R = 100 having already been jiven in 

7.19)# It \7ill he seen tliat these shoir the seme overall patterns 
as the emuerimental coimterpo.rts, notably that at frequencies above about

2.0 LUIz, with hijher solar activity, there mil be greater delay, flio 
reversal of this situation seems to occur in the model at a sli^titly 
louer frequency, 2.7 hhz, than in tho experimental results. Oroves (1970) 
indicates, however, thvb above 90 km his temperature and pressure models 
\7ill be considerably loss reliable than those below, These results, are, 

of course, used not only in calculating the electron densities, but also 
the collision frequencies.

Again the movement of the "asymptote" with changes in solar 
activity can be detected. These similarities give rise to the folloiving
tentative suggestion

The continuous curve indicates a delay / frequency curve, A small increase
in solar activity would have the effect of pushing the whole curve 
slightly to the right (i.e. to the dotted curve). Although forb Stanley 
and Koluibunji both eidiibit increasing delays with increased solar 

activity, clearly they cannot be included in the above argument, because, 
of their lack of multi-frequency data.

This effect would be caused by the var-fLng relative

importance of tho different ionisation processes at a particular 
altitude for different seasons and solar activities.
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7.5 Interpretation of Bxperimerrtal Résulta at Low Latitudes for R = 100»

An initial investigation of the data for low latitude stations 
indicated that it would he more difficult to interpret their results 
than those at mid-latitudes. This is because their two values of peak 
absorption occurring in haroh / April, and AuQist / September are 
relatively close to the value at the June minimum, thus resulting in 
poorly defined curves.

Figs. 7*33 - 7.37 show the absorption results for Ibadan.
The discontinuous line joins the "raw data" points, while the circles 
indicate the "best fit" polynomial of degree eight (the largest available 
on the computer subroutine), wliich in several instances has resulted in 
the incorrect positioning of the peak or trough. Fig. 7*38 shows the 
variation in Cos %  , The delay values are given in the table below, 
and those values which from a visual inspection do not agree with the 
ra?7 data have been bracketed.

Preq, IIHz. First ha%. l:id-Yr. :an. Second :.a%. End-of-Yr.

2.00 -0.39 (+0.48) (+0.81) -0.20

2,40 -0,52 (+0,3d) (+0.68) —0.12

3.05 -0,52 (-0 ,30) (-0.12) +0.37
4.00 -0,00 (+0.37) (+0,45) +0.35
5.80 -0 ,65 (+0 .24) +0.35 (-0 .50)

It will be seen that those turning points before which a large 
change in absorption has talien place are- much bekter defined tlian the 
otiiers. There seems to be a systematic cliange in the delay values of the 

first maximum. In general , the rate of change of delay
with frequency is in the sane sense as that for mid-latitude stations at 
comparable frequencies. There seems to be no detectable systematic change 
in tlie delay values for the December minimum, (\7inter anomaly in any case 
precludes oo::iparisen with the mid-latiwude data, )
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One further point is that despite "Ü18 complete symmetry of 
Cos pC about 21st June, the value of absorption at the first peal: is 
always significantly larger tlian that at the second. This provides 
a certain amount of confirmation that the absorption is tending to 
lead Cos %  , because the minimum value of Cos %  follo^Ting the 
first maximum is liigher than that following the second,

Purbher evidence of a lead at low latitude may be found in a 
recent paper by Furliait and Datta (1972). A visual examination of their 
graphs of the seasonal variation in vertical incidence absorption dr.ta
at 2,2 IHz at lîaringiiatta (22,9^h 88,6*3) iniicates a clear lead of the 
order of half a month. Their corresponding curves, however, pesld.ng at 
the Suimer solstice, effectively appear to be forcing the data to fit 
a theoretical Cos'*’̂^ variation.

It has already been shown tliat Kolaibunji (33.7*1) suffers a 
lead in absorption at 2*4 lIKz, as opposed to the delay at comparable 
frequencies experienced at higher latitudes (Figs. 6,8, 7.29» and 7.30).

Because of the comparative lack of data , and also tlie 
complication of the double pealc, it i m s felt that no further relevant 
conclusions could bo drarm from the absorption data of equatorial
stations,

7.6 Interpretation of the Absorption Data of Individual Years,

In the analysis of data for individual years, it had been the 
intention to search for any long term trends in the year by year delays, 
liaving applied the sunspot correction, described in ^ 6.2 , to eliiainate 
as far as possible any effects due to changes in solar activity.

If the absorption is corrected to a mean sunspot number within
a particular year, then it cannob be said that the effects of changes of 
solar activity have been eliminated from year to year.
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If, hô rever, t-ie correction vrere to a corxion sunspot niufoer for o,ll years 
100), then the "small" correction at low and hijh extremes of 

solar activity could ejcccod A 10 dB, i.e. over tliirky percont of the 
imcorrccted value in some instances. An extrapolation of this order 
would have been unacceptable, and correction was made, therefore, to 
a mean simspot ninaber in a particular year.

It Td.ll furthermore be seen from the table below that the 
results of individual years in isolation can be very unreliable.

Ashl-:abad Aberystwqrkh Rugen Iiindau

5,0 MHz A1 1.̂ 95 MEz A1 5.86 Ifiz A5 2 .614 MHz
1958 R = 190 1965 R = 10 1964 R = 10 1966 R = 50

(i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii)
Mar, 52 52.07 21,95 21.74 18.6 18.20 29 .0 52 .21

Apr. 29 28.60 25.40 25.73 20.8 21.05 50 .4 50.56

58 58.75 50.25 28.98 21.1 21.14 54.3 55.52

Jun. 59 59.88 29,80 29.27 21.2 21,26 55.5 55.58
Jul. 54 55.52 29.45 29.52 21.0 21.59 57.7 57.10

Aug. 21 19.74 29.00 29 .11 19 .6 19.68 54.8 54.67

Sep. 15 Id.25 27.30 27.52 17.1 17.45 40.6 40.58
Oct. 26 26.68 21.15 20.54 15 .7 15.92 58.4 57 .61

Column (i) gives the experimental value of absorption, column (ii)
the result corrected to a mean sunspot number, R.

The first eiiample is of a single peak which is almost certainly 
anomalous. The second and third are examples of very poorly defined peaks,
while the fourtli has no less than three apparently sharp peaks.

In view of these fluctuations in the co^garativcly liî it id d.ata 
available, it was considered that physically meaningful delays would not 
bo obtained, thereby precluding tho detection of any long term trends that 

might have boon prosont. This approach was, therefore, not pursued.
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The results of the experimental work described in CSiapter Five
iiust be considered in a similar manner. It was not possible to prolong
the experimental work, but with only two years* data for two stations, 
it was found difficult to detect genuine seasonal variations gnongst 
the anomalous ones.

In order to check, however, that the overall pattern of Delay
values for individuel years was not totally at variance TO-th tloc.t of the
long tern analysis, the follovring procedui's was aloptcd;-

Years were arranged in groups according to whether there was 
low, nediun, or high solar activity, hithin eadi group there were five 
freciuenĉ  ̂sootors. each case the mean and r.n.s. de^/iation of all the 
neaninpnil delays (defined in ^ , 5»3 ) within a sector were calculated. 
Only the results of Freiburg, Jlough, and de Bilt were included because 
of their comparatively close geographical location, and because many 
years of A1 measurements at comparable frequencies were available.
In addition, these were the only stations for wliich individual L / H 
graphs could be drawn, the gradient being needed for the correction in 
absorption to a coirnon sunspot number,

The folloTOJig table shows the results of these calculations.
In each case the upper delay written is the one found by degree four 
poljuionial, the lo\fer by degree five. The figure in parentheses is the
number of delay values from which the mean vras calculated. If tvro 
numbers appear, it signifies that o, particular delay value had to be 
excluded from the mean, because it failed to satisfy the necessary 

criteria.
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gta'l'.iori )
Frog, iris ) R = 25 R = 05 R = 170

Ere. ) 0.3il.6 (5) O.si 1.0 -1.0-0.2 (2)
a ) .

1 .725 ) -0 .lt 1 .7 (4) -0.3- 2.3 (6) -1 .2 (1)

deB./olo./Fre.) 1.1± 1.1 0.9-1.5 -0.2± 1.2
b )

1.95 2 .0 0 2 .05) 1.0 ± 1 .3 (12) 0 .6 * 1 .0 (10) -O.IÏI .3 (7)

deS./Jlo./Fre.) 0.5* 0.3 0.6±1.2 (10) 0.8±0.0
c )

2 .3 0 2 .40 2.44) 0.4Î0.7 (12) 0 .3 * 0 .8 (9) O.7Î O .7 (6)

Slo./deB./Fre.) 0.1+0.6 0.4*0.9(10) 0.6*0.5
à  )2.80 2 .9 0 2.90) -0.2*0.7 (12) 0.2* 0.5 (9) 0.3* 0.4 (6)

Slo./d93./Pre.) -0.1* 1.1 0.1* 0.3 0.3 *0.3
£  )3.20 3.20 3.45) -0.4* 1.3 (12) 0.0+0.0 (10) -0.1* 0.3 (6)

R. reprocents the mean simspot mmber for the group of years.

It has already been suggested that the frequency at which the 
"asymptotic" change in delay occurs nay well be a function of solar 
activity, and it is reasonable to suppose that it may v/ell vary sliglitly 
from year to year also. Its position in the table above would be 
recogiiisea bjr a delay value fairly close to zero but with a large r.n.s. 
deviation. According to this argument, therefore, and with regard to the 
neem values of the delay, the "asy.iptote" lies someTdiere in the range 
1,7-2,0 Ilia for low, 1,7-2,3 Iniz for medium, and 2,0-2,3 Iflz for high 
sunspot numbers respectively. This is consistent with both, the long term 
analysis, and the theoretical model.

Beyond the asymptote, the delay in general tends to decrease 
with increasing frequency, and increase wi'bh increasing solar activity. 
These cojiolusions also are consistent with both the analysis and the 
model.
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One further trond emerges from the table. Just beyond the 
asyiptote, tho r.n.s. deviation decreases, as night be e::gectod.
For high sunspot number, this is true in all five frequency sectors; 
whereas there is a slight increase in deviation in sector e for 
medium sunspot number, and a large increase for low simspot nu.iber.
At high solar activity, the frequencies in sector _e are, in the Summer 
months, still well away from f^E , whilst at R = 25 » f E for de Bilt 
is 3.3 Mz, It would seem significant that of the two occasions when 
there is large uncertainty in the date of peak absorption, one is •
where diî(è)/dh iiill be becoming increasingly sno.ll, while, for the
other one, the frequency corresponding to the asymptotic cliange in 
dela,y, there is a sudden reduction in dl7(e)/d!i near the reflection level

7.7 A Suggested Ibrilanation of the Delay Plienomenon.

Before the argument is developed, it may be recalled that if,
for some reason, dN(e)/dh becomes smaller, then the following chaiiges 
tcke place:-
(i) Reflection will take place liigher, hence dli m i l  be larger 

than it would be, but;-
(ii) K will become sli^itly smaller than it would otherwise be,

except tho,t : -
(iii) if the frequency is close to tlie critical frequency for the layer, 

K Tri.ll become larger (deviative absorption).
It seems that in general Effect (i) predominates.

If dll(e)/dh becomes smaller around the 90 km level, then for 
the lower frequencies, it is only in the non-Jumner months that the wave 
will have to go to a higher altitude before reflection. The fact that it 
happens quite suddenly (i.e. d^N(e)/cUi" is large and negative), results 
in an accentuation of the effect, i/itli a corresponding increase in tlie 

total absorption.
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Tliis would oauso the June peok in absorption to be much less well 
do.line I, or even to ilisaejern? alto.ptler in favour of Gpring un L l:.te 

Junner peaks. If this is the case, then it is possible that 
meteorological factors, such as diffusion or turbulence, nay determine 
which of the two perks is the greater in any particular year# Slightly 
liigher frequencies (e.g. >2.0 mis) will experience this effect to a, 
lesser extent because, although the relative distances between the 
reflection heights for the various months are still about the same -as 
for the lower frequency, the ionisation at these greater heigh'ls is 
much more subject to solar control. The value of K therefore acquires 
a more sliairply defined peak in June.

If however the frequency approaches f^E, again it is the waves 
in the non—Jumzer montlns that will have to go higher for reflection, and
in this case they will suffer significant deviative absorption.
Cnee again this effect nay eliminate any clear peal: of absorption in 
June.

Summarising therefore;- 
It has already been shovrn that experimental values of D and E
Region absorption cannot in general be regarded as directly
proportional to a Cos^’X  law. There is some evidence to suggest 
that the breakdown is centred in two frequency zones :- 

(i.) Tliose frequencies that are reflected at or slightly above heights 
where there has been a sudden reduction in dll(e)/dh;

(ii) Those frequencies tliat are close to the critical frequency 
of the S region ( at reflection dll(e)/dh 0) ;
the underlying cause in each case being the way in which dlî(e)/clii
varies as a function of height and season.
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7*8 other Parameters related to Absorption»
7*8.1 llinor Constituents.

It has already been shown that in order to obtain an accurate 
theoretical value of the seasonal variation in radio wave absorption, 
it is necessary to know the variation in the effective electron loss 
coefficient, which is highly dependent upon the concentration of water 
cluster ions. A systematic investigation of the seasonal variation of 
these ions would be relevant, but as yet insufficient rocket flints 
have been made to permit this.

Sechrist (1972) has recently suggested that the reaction:-

+  H,.0 —

(No. (iv) in ^  2.3*7), in the formation of water cluster ions, is 
interrupted by the reaction:-

0%."̂ . ( o ô  +  ®  +  O 3

It would seem, therefore, that the steep reduction in the cluster ion 
concentration near 85 km may well be attributed to the abrupt increase 
in the atomic oxygen concentration, that occurs at about this height.
A seasonal change in n(0) might thus be accompanied by a change in the 
cluster concentration, causing a change in oC overall and also in the 
hei^t of the ledge in the ^  profile, with the corresponding changes 
in N(e). It will be seen therefore that measurements of seasonal 
variations in n(0 )/n(02) are needed for all heights, since this has in 
addition a bearing not only on the electron production rates but also on 
the collision frequencies.

©le seasonal variation of the concentrations of two other minor 
constituents, the hydroxyl radical and sodium can. be estimated from the 
measurement of airglow intensities* Figs. 7*39 and 7*40 show respectively 
the variations in the ni^t airglow intensity at 670O K (Huruhata, I965), 

and the twilight sodium emission (Barbier, private communication),
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A clear seasonal asymmetry will be seen to exist in both cases.

Gibson and Sandford (1971) have measured the seasonal 
variation of the height distribution of the night-time sodium layer at 
51 ̂  N by means of the resonance scattering of a tuned laser beam. They 
conclude that the Winter maximum of abundance is a result of the 
appearance of sodium on the lower side of the layer, and that the Summer 
minimum is caused by a loss from the topside. The altitude of the peak of 
the layer seems to undergo a strongly asymmetric semi-annual variation, 
with iminima of 87.5 km in Winter and 91 km near the end of June, and 
maxima of 94 km in April and 93 km in late Augusts

Since the hydroxyl radical takes part in reactions for the 
formation of water cluster ions ( ̂ 2.3*7)# its seasonal variation may in 
some way influence, or be related to, the value of the profile of the 
effective electron loss coefficient. Certain reactions have been proposed 
for sodium and the hydroxyl, including:-

H  + O3 _  O H *  + 0^

0  * + H ■ O H *  f D

O H * O H  -t-

o H  + 0

K a  0 4- Q  Ka. ("̂ P) +  0%.

4 0 + o H

4 H  -> Ka ('P') +

(vibrationally excited)
(Whitten and Poppoff, 1971) 

but their validity and. relative importance have yet to be established.
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Whilst the twiligjrt glow of sodium, and the ni^tglow of the 
hydroxyl may he taken as indicators of their concentrationa 
at their respective times, it is difficult to assess what effect, if any, 
the seasonal variations of these two excited constituents mi^t have on 
the seasonal variation of noon radio wave absorption. Instead, the 
seasonal asymmetry of these emissions may perhaps merely be an indicator 
of the asymmetric variation of certain other more relevant parameters.

Wn and Newell (1972) suggest tentatively that the hydroxyl 
emission may be a rough measure of water cluster concentration. Reference 
to equations (vii) and (ix) in ^ 2 .5 .7 suggests that this may well be 
correct* If, however, the hydroxyl radical is produced instead mainly by 
some other mechanism, then an increase in OH mi^it possibly push the above 
reactions backwards, in which case, the argument of Wu and Newell would 
not necessarily be correct. It is probably significant that the Ha 
and OH emissions both exhibit a lag behind the Summer solstice.

In a study of data collected during the I.Q.S.X. at mid
latitudes, Willmann (1966) has shown that the time of the greatest 
probability of the occurrence of noctilucent clouds is in July. These 
clouds in general occur in the range 80 - 90 km, and may be formed from 
ice. As water vapour in the atmosphere may be responsible for the 
formation of not only these clouds but also cluster ions, a seasonal 
asymmetry in the occurrence of noctilucent clouds may therefore be linked 
tentatively with a possible similar asymmetry in the profile of the electron 
loss coefficient.

7.8.2 The Variations of b and b*.

The seasonal variation of b in the formula:- 

L = a(l + bR)
is shown in Figs. 7.41, 7.42, and 7.43 for Freiburg, de Bilt, and Slough 

respectively. (The curve for 5.8 MHz at Freiburg has been omitted owing to
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lack of data.) Althou^ no systematic trend has been detected, it is 
particularly noticeable how in the oase of Freiburg and de Bilt there is 
in early August a convergence to essentially a single value of b for all 
frequencies.

The values obtained for Slough at 4.0 MHz (1947 - 1955) may be 
compared with, those given in ̂  4.2 (Cambridge and Slough, 1935 - 1952). 
Although the present values exhibit the same general trends as before 
(apart from August)^ they are overall 30 - 50 percent lower, despite the 

overlap of data. This would perhaps suggest the presence of some additional 
factor in absorption which is not necessarily related to a solar cycle 
variation. It may be for this reason that, in the case of Slough, there is 
no apparent convergence of b in early August, as in the case of Freiburg 
and de Bilt.

For comparison, the values of b for Lindau, Kokubunji, and 
Port Stanley (during local Summer) are shown in Fig. 7.44. Once again, 
a convergence to a value comparable to that of Freiburg or de Bilt can be 
detected, althou^ it seems to occur later. Overall, the values at Port 
Stanley are lower than those elsewhere. This may be connected with the fact 
that it is in the Southern hemisphere. If this is so, then any adjustment 
to bring its values into line with the Northern hemisphere stations, would 
result in the date of convergence being moved forward and closer to that 
of Freiburg and de Bilt. QSiese results are difficult to interpret in the 
light of our present knowledge.

Schwentek (1971) has obtained values of b (Cos^= 0.1) at Lindau 
for the years 1961 -1970, and reports a steady increase in its value from 
0 in March to 13% 10**̂  in January. As has already been pointed out, however, 
noon measurements cannot be directly compared with those at constant X  •

Figs. 7.45, 7 .4 6, and 7.47 show the seasonal variations in b* 
for the three stations at frequencies near 2.0 M3z, 2.4 MHz, and 2.9 MHz 

respectively.
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The "small” sunspot correction term in the results of individual years 
can have a variation of as great as jt 0.5 for the different values 
of h* at the various individual stations. This amount is, of course, very 
significant in the determination of the position of a peak value.
In Fig. 7.45f the trends of Freiburg and de Bilt are similar, whereas in 
Figs. 7*46 and 7*47 no station is really consistent with either of the 
other two stations.

Overall, however, the graphs show some evidence of maxima in 
April and. August. These are months during which the D region absorption 
is lower than that in June. On the other hand, the S region absorption is 
larger because the waves are being reflected at greater altitudes. It may 
be argued, therefore, that there is greater sunspot control on absorption 
in the B region than that in the D region. This is in agreement with the 
findings of Skinner and Wright (I964), which were; discussed in ^  4.2

It might in principle be possible to obtain from these graphs 
more detailed information as to the relative responses of the constituents 
to changes in ionisation by (a) lyman alpha (NO), (b) Lyman beta (Og), and
(c) soft X rays (0^, 0, and NO), caused by changes in. solar activity. 
Development of this concept mi^t yield information on the relative changes 
in the concentrations of the constituents. Such a change in ionisation 
brings about a change not only in the profile of the absorption 
coefficient, but also in the reflection height, detailed calculations 
being required to determine, for a given frequency, the size, and even 
the direction of the change in the total absorption. Any sunspot variation 
in the profile of the loss coefficient would introduce further unknowns 
into the already complicated equations.

Considerable care, however, should be taken in interpreting these 
results in view of their lack of consistency, and it is for tliis reason 
that no further conclusion has been drawn from them.
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7*8*3 Ŷ inda and Turbulence.

Blamont (1963) has suggested that neutral atmosphere parameters 
in the range 80 - 120 km may be summarised by the following:-
(i) An absence of turbulence below 85 km altitude;
(ii) A turbulent mixing regime in the layer 85 - 104 km;
(iii) A diffusive equilibrium regime above 104 km;
(iv) A sharp boundary between (ii) and (iii) at a height estimated to lie 

between 96 km and 112 km, averaged at 104 km.
More recently Hines (1972) has suggested that this height is likely to vary 
seasonally, especially at h i ^  latitudes, having possible values of 115 km 
in Winter and 85 km in Summer, and that even at mid latitudes the hei^t
variation may be significantly large.

Turbulence, and also to a lesser extent diffusion, will apply to 
ions as well as neutral molecules, and can result in a redistribution of 
the profiles of constituents. Turbulence gives rise to irregularities in. 
the D region from which radio waves are scattered. In addition, Bllyet and 
Watts (1959) have provided evidence of stratification in the D region, 
thereby implying abrupt changes in the refractive index over a very small 
change in hei^t. In these circumstances, ray theory will be inadequate, 
since it assumes that the refractive index does not change significantly 
over one wavelength. Small zones of additional absorption will occur, 
idlese not having been taken into account in the present calculations.

Lauter and Sprenger (1967) have pointed to correlations between 
the semi-annual variations in phase height at l60 kHz, (at constant ̂ ^ ), 
and the prevailing zonal wind component in the 80 - 100 km range. The 
miniriia in the D region ionisation in Spring and Autumn were found almost to
coincide with the reversals of the zonal circulation in the lower ionosphere,
and at about the times of reversal of the polar vortex in the stratosphere. 
This correlation is thought to be connected with the vertical Lorentz 

force acting upon electrons moving in the direction of the prevailing
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zonal wind, in the presence of the geomagnetic field. Depending on its 
direction, a vertical shear of zonal winds can cause either compression 
or rarefaction of an electron density profile. This will affect the 
absorption in the ways described in ^ 7*7 .

Wliitehead (19^7) has used a similar theory as a possible 
explanation of the sporadic E phenomenon, idiich previously had been 
shown (Whitehead, 1961) to exhibit an asymmetric variation about the 
Summer solstice in the probability of its occurrence.

Sprenger and Schminder (1967) have drawn attention to seasonal 
variations in the phase of ionospheric drift measurements.

From all these results, Lauter and. Sprenger (1967) conclude that 
there is a definite lag in the values of several parameters of the upper 
atmosphere after the Summer solstice.

In a recent analysis of I.Q.S.T. data, Wu and Newell (1972) have 
found that HP radio absorption correlates negatively with 10 mb ( '.̂ 25 km) 
zonal wind (positive towards East), but positively with 10 mb temperature. 
In addition, in Winter months, the meridional wind (positive towards North) 
correlates positively with absorption. They argue that the poleward 
transport of high atomic oxygen concentrations results in warming both by 
adiabatic compression on descent, and by recombination to form Og# It is 
suggested that 0 rather than NO is the critical trace substance causing 
anomalously high Winter absorption, tlirough the reduction of the electron 
loss rate by the method described previously. The authors point out, 
however, that a definite conclusion cannot at this stage be drawn from the 
limited data available.
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Throu^ its study of the seasonal variation, in radio wave 
absorption, the present work has provided evidence that this variation is 
asymmetric about the Summer solstice, and is a function of wave frequency. 
An asymmetric variation of nitric oxide has been hypothesised to 
account for this effect, and the theoretical absorption, ccanputed from the 
proposed model, exhibits the principal features observed in the 
experimental results. It has been demonstrated that a seasonal variation 
in other parameters, such as atomic oxygen, may also be partly responsible 
for the observed variation in absorption.

A number of neutral atmosphere parameters in the height range 
80 - 110 km have been shown to exhibit an asymmetry in their seasonal 
variation, often taking the form of a lag after the Summer solstice.
These are thought to be related to the lag in radio wave absorption, 
but the precise mechanism for this relationship has yet to be elucidated.

7*9 Q3ie Implications of the Present Work.

The present work has a possible application in the field of long 
distance radio communications, where the choice of transmitting frequency 
is governed by two principal f actors
(,i) The frequency of the signal must be sufficiently h i ^  (the Lowest 

Usable Frequency, L.U.F.) to prevent an unacceptable amount of 
absorption in the D region, rendering it indistinguishable from 
background noise.

(ii) The frequency must be” sufficiently low (the Maximum Usable Frequency, 
M.U.F.) to permit reflection of the wave by the ionosphere at a 
sufficiently small angle of incidence for transmission to the 
receiver. To allow for day to day changes in the critical frequency, 
the Optimum Working Frequency, F.O.T. ( = 0.85% the monthly median 
of the Moü.F.) is commonly used as a measure of an upper limit on 

working frequencies•
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Q3i0 L.U.F. is thus dependent upon the characteristics of the receiving 
system as well as the ionosphere, whereas the M.U.F. depends only upon 
ionospheric parameters.

The present work has dealt with the absorption of vertically 
incident waves of frequency around 5 MHz, which, according to the work of 
Martyn (1955), would be equivalent to higher frequencies at oblique 
incidence. It would seem, therefore, that the departure of absorption 
values from a direct Cos^% relationship could have significant 
implications in the choice of L.Ü.F., insofar as it has been shown in the 
present work that the time of maximum absorption is a function of frequency. 
This effect does not appear to have been, incorporated in previous L.U.F. 
predictions, and most recently George (1971) has published a map showing, 
the global distribution of , in which the frequency-dependent
lag is eliminated by the analysis.

r*t is suggested, therefore, that for the lower frequencies used 
in oblique incidence transmissions, where the L.U.F. is of considerable 
importance, the normal predictions may well be inaccurate, in that the 
absorption, both at mid and low latitudes, is not in phase wiidi Cos % ,  
and moreover the departure from sudi a seasonal variation is a function 
of frequency, location, and sunspot number.
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APPEIIDIX A 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUKPHER WORK

It is suggested, that further information on the asymmetric 
variation in ionospheric absorption might be obtained from a study 
of the following;-
(a) In the present work, only a preliminary study has been made of the 
seasonal variation in absorption at equatorial stations. This might well 
be extended to include further stations# In addition, the data for more 
years will now be available. The construction of a theoretical absorption 
model might yield, by analogy with the conclusions of the present work,
a certain insight into the seasonal variation in nitric oxide at low 
latitudes•
(b) Although in the present work it has been thought sufficient to use 
the Sen and Wyller generalisation of the Appleton^Hartree equation in 
the evaluation of absorption in view of the comparatively large 
uncertainties in the values of the parameters, it is possible that the 
errors involved in calculating the absorption near the reflection level 
are larger than anticipated# Equally important, these errors may not be 
of a consistent size. A full wave calculation would remove this 
uncertainty by taking into account the complex component of the refractive 
index.
(c) It lias already been shown how winds can theoretically be related to 
absorption, and with more wind data becoming available, further 
experimental correlation may be found.
(d) The construction of theoretical models will be of limited use, until 
the seasonal variation in nitric oxide is known. This will require, 
however, a new method of its determination at mesospheric heights.
Probably equally important is a knowledge of the atomic oxygen concentration. 
Again, a new method of measurement is needed at mesospheric heiglits.

(e) A rather more detailed knowledge of the effects of vertical transport 
on the distribution of minor constituents would be of assistance in the 
construction of model ionisation profiles.
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APPENDIX B

GOMPUCBR PROGRAM OF THE THBORBIICAL ABSORPTION MODEL

JOB(UAAP013.J&.CM21000•TIB.LC:500> REES 
ATTACH(EXCERH.CERNUP)
REWIND(EXCERN)
UPDATE <Q.P = EXCERN)
RETURN(EXCERN)
COPYCF(INPUT,DISC)
C3PYCF(COMPILE.DISC)
REWIND(DISC)
SMOOTH(DISC.FORTR)
REWIND(FORTR)
FUN(S.I=F0RTR,B=NCY130)
COMMON(NCY130)

•t:CQMPILE.E208.F100.V301 fV300

DIMENSION C(56.8). R(56.8), SCRIP(56,8). F (56,8), T(56,8), A D (5),
1 F L (25) ,ODEL (56,8) ,REC(56) ,Z P (56,8) ,X(56,8) ,YP (8) ,XP(8) .AM(6) 
COMMON M. Nl. A (150). NH. Y(15). 3(35). INFLUX, E(56.8), V(56.8>.
1 LAMBDA, NOPRINT. EP(56.8) $ REAL INFLUX. LAMBDA, NIT(56,8)
PRINT 100 £ READ 150.(A(J),J=71,79).NOP.NPl.NP2.NP3.NP4 
1 ,NP5. (FL (I) ,1 = 10,17) SPR I N T  150, (A(J).J = 71,79).NOP.NPl.
1 NP2.NP3.NP4,NP5.(FL(I).1=10.17)

100 FORMAT (IHl)
150 FORMAT (9F5.2,6I3./,8E10.3)
132 FORMAT (3I3,3E9.2,F6.3.F10.7./,8F7.3.I3.E9.3./.9F7.3.2I3.

1 E8.1.2(/.5E9.2),7(/.8E10.2).7(/.8E10.3)./.8F7.3)
93 FORMAT (IHl.: TEMPERATURE!)
90 FORMAT (! PRESSURE!)
66 FORMAT( FIO.1.6E10.2)

READ 132.NH.N1.IS.BOLTZ.EVCQNV.GYRO.FACNIT.PI. (Y(K) .K=1.8) .
1 MTEST.FREQ. (S(I) ,1 = 21,29) ,M.MF.STRMIN, (NIT(I.l) ,1 = 1.5) ,
1 (R(I.1).1=1.NH).DUMl.D5.D6.D7.D8.(REC<J> .J=6.NH).0UM2.01.02.03,
1 04, <A(J).J=61.88) S N0PRINT=NP1
PRINT 132.NH.N1.15.BOLTZ.EVCONV,GYRO,FACNIT,PI. <Y<K) ,K = 1 .6) .
1 MTEST.FREQ. (S(I) .1 = 21.29) ,M.MF,STRMIN. (NIT (I.1) .1=1.5) .
1 (R(I. 1) .1 = 1.NH) .DUMl.D5.D6.D7.08. (REC(J) .J = 6.NH) .DUM2.D1.02.03.
1 04, (A(J),J=81.88) £ 00 51 J=29.NH

51 REC (J)=REC(J)*A(79) £ PRINT 100 £ TPIS0 = 4.0*PI*PI £ DO 65 J=1.NH
READ 66.A (J) .X(J.l) .ODEL (J.l) .EP(J.l) .C(J.l) .08 £ D1=R(J.1)*3.0 
D2=EP(J,1)%FL(10) £ DO 55 K = 1.8 £ R(J.K)=Dl%A(K+70) £ EP(J.K)=D2

65 ODEL(J.K)=ODEL(J.1) £ 00 10 1=1,5 £ REC(I)=0.0 £ 00 10 K=2.8
NIT (I.K)=NIT(1.1) £ X(I.K)=X(I.l)

10 C (I.K)=C (I.1) £ IF (NOPRINT.NE.0) GO TO 94 £ DO 12 J=1.NH
12 PRINT 56,A (J) ,X(J.1) ,ODEL (J,1) ,EP (J, 1) ,C (J,1) .REC (J) £ PRINT 93
94 CALL EXDAT(T) £ PRINT 90 £ CALL EXDAT(F) £ DO 39 J=6.NH

FACNIT=FRCNIT+0.9E-03£ FAC0X=1.Q-FACNITS IF(J-31) 140.140.141
140 A (J+90) =0. 7^:X(J. 1)/C (J. 1)
141 00 39 K=l.a S E(J.K)=0.0 £ D1=F(J.K)/(T(J,K)%BOLTZ)

IF(J-31) 155.155.156
155 D2=A (J+90)»A(K+80) £ C (J .K)=01*FACOXX(1.0+02)

X(J.K)=D2*C(J.K) £ GO TO 39
156 C(J.K)=D1»FAC0X £ X (J .K) =X (J .1 )
39 NIT (J.K) =FACNIT:KD1 £ 01=02 = 03 = 0.0 £ DO 157 K = J.8

D1=D1+X(6.K) £ D2=D2+C(6,K)
157 D3=D3+NIT(6.K) £ DO 158 K=1.8 £ XP(K)=K+1.5

D4=8.0%X(6.K)/D1 £ D5 = 8.0=C(6.K)/D2 
D6=8.0:KMIT(6.K) /D3 £ DO 158 J = 4.5
X(J.K)=X(J,K)XD4 £ C(J.K)=C (J.K)*05

158 NIT(J.K)=NIT(J,K) *06
DO 13 K=l,8 £ S(K) = (S(29)/S(K+20))**2 £ DO 13 J=1.NH

13 SCRIP(J.K) = C(J,K) + 0.5*X(J,K)
IF (NOPRINT.EO.1) GO TO 143 £ PRINT 91 £ CALL APRINT(R.1.NH)

91 FORMAT ( ! NITRIC OXIDE CONCENTRATION!)
82 FORMAT ( ! NITROGEN MOLECULE CONCENTRATION!)

PRINT 82 £ CALL APRINT (NIT, 1. NH)
92 FORMAT ( ! OXYGEN MOLECULE CONCENTRATION!)

PRINT 92 £ CALL APRINT (C. 1. NH)
PRINT 11 £ CALL APRINT (X.l.NH) £ NOPRINT=NOP

11 FORMAT (! ATOMIC OXYGEN CONCENTRATION !)
71 FORMAT ( ! LYMAN BETA!)
143 READ 130, LAMBDA. INFLUX. SIGOX. SIGN2. ZERO 

INFLUX=INFLUX*FL(11)
SiriN0X=0.64*5IG0X £ IF (NOPRINT.EO.O) PRINT 71
CALL nPDEP (C. NIT, C, C. SIGOX, SIGN2. ZERO, ZERO,
1 SION()X,C,ZERO,C) £ READ 73, (FL (LX> . L X= 1 , 9) . IT £ L AMB0A = 2 . 5E-9 

73 FORMAT (0F8.2,15)
72 FORMAT (! X RAYS OF WAVELENGTH INTERVAL +/- 5.0E-10 ABOUT LAMBDA!)

00 62 LX=1,9 £ IF (NOPRINT.EO.0) PRINT 72 £ LAMB0A=LRMB0A+1.OE-9 
INFLUX=FL (LX) %(10.0**IT) «FL (12)
CONSIG = EXP (2.5*AL0G (LAMQfif)*l .OE+IO) )
SIG0X=2.27E-27*C0NSIG £ SIGN2=1.33E-27*C0N5IG £TEM1=3.54E-8/LAMBOA 
SIONOX=5IGOX*TEM1 £ TEM2=SIGN2*TEM1
CALL OPOEP (SCRIP. NIT, C. C. SIGOX. SIGN2. ZERO, ZERO,
ISIONOX, SCRIP, TEM2, NIT)

62 CONTINUE
134 FORMAT (/, ! TOTAL ELECTRON PRODUCTION RATES FOR PROCESSES !.13. ! TO 

1!.J3.! INCLUSIVE!./)
133 N0PHINT=NP2

IF (NOPRINT.NE.0) GO TO 7 £ PRINT 134,MF,M £ CALL APRINT (E.6.NH)
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7 DO 135 K=l.a S 00 135 J=6.NH
135 E<J.K>=0,0 S MF=M+1 S MTEST=MTEST+) S NOPRINT=NOP

GO TO (136.137.138) MTEST
136 DO 67 LX=1.9 $ READ 68,INFLUX.DEL ION.SIGOX.LAMBDA.AN.BN
68 FORMAT (6F6.2)

INFLUX=INFLUX*1.0E+12*FL(11) S DELION=OELION*!.OE-23 
SIG0X=SIG0X*1.OE-23 1 IF (LAMBDA-0.5) 69,190.198 

190 1, AmDA=LAMBDA*l .OE-10 1 IF (NOPRINT.EO.O) PRINT 120 * GO TO 121
120 FOMIVtT (! WAVELENGTH IONISATION OF OC21 DEL TA!)
r,0 AN-AN 1:1 .OL-10 £ ON BN* 1 . OC -10 £ IF (NOPR INT . EO . 0) PRINT 123. AN.BN
123 FORMAT (21. 14.5. ! CONTINUUM WAVELENGTHS IONISATION OF 0C21DELTAI)
121 CALI OPDLP (C. ODEL. C , C , SIGOX. DEL ION. ZERO, ZERO.

IDELION. ODEL. ZERO. C)
67 CONTINUE £ GO TO 133
137 LAMDDA=0.0 £ DO 125 LX=1,5 $ READ 124.INFLUX. SIGOX. SIGN2
124 FORMAT (E6.1.2F5.0)

SIGOX = SIG0X*2.0*2.66E-27 i SIGN2 = SIGN2*2.0*2.33E-27 
C CONVERSION TO MOLECULAR CROSS SECTION

LAMBDA=LAMBDA + 2.0E-10 $ TEMl=3.54E-8/(LAMBDA)
SI0N0X=SIG0X*TEM1 £ TEM2=SIGN2*TEM1
INFLUX=INFLUX*FL(LX+12) £ IF (NOPRINT.EO.O) PRINT 6 

6 FORMAT (! HARD X RAYS OF WAVELENGTH +/- l.OE-10 ABOUT LAMBDA!)
CALL OPDEP (SCRIP. NIT, C. C. SIGOX. SIGN2, ZERO. ZERO.
ISIONOX, SCRIP, TEM2, NIT)

125 CONTINUE £ GO TO 133
138 READ 130, LAMBDA,INFLUX,SIGNO,SIGOX,SIGN2 £ N0PRINT=NP2
70 FORMAT (! LYMAN ALPHA!)
130 FORMAT (5E10.2,F5.1)

IF (NOPRINT.EO.O) PRINT 70 £ P=1.0E-18 £ INFLUX=INFLUX*FL(11)
CALL OPDEP (C,NIT.R.C,SIGOX,SIGN2,SIGNO.ZERO,SIGNO,R.ZERO,R) 
N0PRINT=NP5 £ DO 14 K=l,8 £ DO 14 J=6,NH 

14 E(J,K)=SORT(EP(J,K)/REC(J) )' £ PRINT 95 £ CALL APRINT (E,6,NH)
N0PRINT=NP3 £ DO 43 J = 6,NH £ DO 43 K=l,8 £ 0 = S0RT (T ( J ,K))

43 V(J,K)= (NIT(J,K)*0*9.605 +C(J,K)*(121.0+2.61*0) +187.2*X(J ,K))*Q*P
IF (NOPRINT.EO.1) GO TO 159 £ PRINT 83 £ CALL APRINT (V,6,NH)
PRINT 5 £ CALL APRINT (EP,6,NH)

95 f o r m a t  (! MONTHLY ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES PER CUBIC METRE!)
89 FORMAT (! COLLISION FREQUENCY!)
5 FORMAT ( ! SUM OF ALL ELECTRON PRODUCTION RATES!)
159 C0NFAC=1250.0*(EVC0NV**2) /(8.854E-12*3.0E+8*9.18E-31)

AREAFAC=8/(15*S0RT(PI))
DO 197 M0=l,5 £ GO TO (206,201.202,203,202), MO 

206 STEP=.12E+06 £ GO TO 205
201 STEP=.20E+05 £ GO TO 205
202 STEP=.50E+05 £ GO TO 205
203 STEP=.lOE+06
205 DO 55 L=l,8 £ FREQ=FREO+STEP

C(51,L)=FRE0 £ FREQ2=FRE0*FRE0 £ EL0EN=FRE02/B0.5 £ NQPRINT=NOP 
D1=GYR0+FRE0 £ GYPFR=D1*D1*TPISO £ DO 17 K=1.8 £ KR=10+K 
C (K,L)=EP (K,L)=0.0 £ FRAC=1.0 £ NMARK = 0 £ DO 17 1 = 1,15 
J=NH-I+1 £ N=J+1 £ IF (NMARK) 45,45,50 

45 XVAR2 = GYPFR/(V(J,K) *V(J,K) ) £ AREA = EPS = OLDFEPS = 0.0
DELEPS = 0.003 £ DO 2 JS = 1, 1000 £ EPS = EPS + DELEPS
FEPS= EXP(2.5*AL0G(EPS) - EPS)/ (EPS*EPS + XVAR2)
STRIP = 0.5* (OLDFEPS + FEPS)*DELEP5 £ AREA = AREA + STRIP 
SQVA = STRIP/AREA £ IF (STRMIN-SOVA) 1,1.131

1 OLDFEPS = FEPS
2 DELEPS = DELEPS*1.17
131 SCRIP(J.K) = AREA*AREAFAC £ IF (ELDEN-E(J.K)) 52. 8. 8
8 RIJ = SORT(1.0 - E (J.K)/ELDEN) £ GO TO 53
52 NMARK = 1  £ FRAC = (ELDEN -E(N.K))/(E(J.K) - E(N.K))

RIJ = 0.0 £ C(K,L) = A(N) + FRAC*(A(J) - A (N) )
53 IF (J-NH) 60. 17. 60
60 AVKAP = (E(J.K) + E(N.K))*(SCRIP (J,K) + SCRIP(N.K))/

1(V(J,K) + V(N.K)) £ AVRI = 2/(RIJ + RIN)
ZP(J,K) = CONFAC*AVKAP*FRAC*(A(J) - A(N))*AVRI 
EP (K.L)=EP(K.L)+ZP(J.K) £ C (KR.L)=8.7*EP (K,L) £ GO TO 17 

50 SCRIP(J.K)=ZP(J.K)=0.0
17 RIN=RIJ £ IF (NP4) 196.196.55
196 PRINT 103.FREQ.ELDEN £ CALL APRINT (SCRIP,6.NH)
103 FORMAT( ! FREQUENCY =I,1PE10.2,! HZ ELECTRON DENSITY FOR REFL

lECTICil =!,E9.2,! SCRIPT INTEGRALS!)
3 FORMAT (! REFLECTION HEIGHTCKMI !./,OF 11. 1./, 1 TOTAL ABSORPTION!NEP

1ER) ! . /.DC] 1 .3. /, ! total ABSORP T I ONC Of. C I BE L 3 ! .
1 /  . r i l  1 1 . 1 , !  MODI I I )

I 'R IN 1:1, (C (K .1 ) ,K  1 , 0 )  , ( I D  (K .1 > , K , 1 , ID . D U M . ' , (C (K .1 ) . K = 1 1 , 1 ID
DR I N I  UN a, NO DRIN  ( - N D 4  4  CALL ADR IN  I  ( Z D . B . N D

96 l ORMilT ( ! ABSORPTION IN INTERVAL TO HEIGHT INDICATED! NEPER3!)
55 CONTINUE £ PRINT 07.DUM2 £ 10=1 £ 00 187 K=l,8 £ KR=K+10
87 FORMAT (! MAR APR MAY JUN JUL

I AUG SEP OCT MODEL !,F4.0,/, ! DEGREE4C1ST.APPROX
l.FOR PEAK ABSORPTION/ITERATIONS TO FIND PEAK/POSITION OF PEAK3 ! ,
1 /.! /DITTO FOR DEGREE5/FREOUENCYCHZ3/REFLECTION HEIGHT/RAW DATA/ 
1SM00THE04/5M00THED5!)
X(K.1)=C(K.1) £ X(KR.1)=C(KR,1) £ C(KR.1)=Y(K>

107 C(K,1)=0.0 £ X(51.1)=C(51.1) £ C (51.1)=0.0 £ L=1
106 DO 163 K=1,0 £ KR=10+K
163 YP(K)=C(KR.L) £ J=5 £ CALL LSO(8,XP,YP.J .AD) £ DO 162 1=1.5
162 AM(I)=AD(J) £ GO TO 164
165 J=6 £ CALL LSO(8.XP.YP.J.AM)
164 DO 159 1=1.15
169 FL(I)=2.0+0.5*1 £ IB=0
181 18=18+1 £ S(IB)=0.0 £ 04=1.0
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DO 168 KR=1.J S 5<IB>= S(IB)+D4*AM(KR)
168 D4=D4*FL(IB) S IF (IB-15) 181.167,174
167 DO 171 K = 1.8 S KR=K, + 10*J-30 S I = 2*K-1
171 C(KR.L)=S(I) S DO 172 1 = 2.15 £ IF (S(I)-S(D) 172.172.173
173 6(1) =6 (I) £FL(1)=FL(I)
172 CONTINUE £ KC=15+5*J

C(KC + 1.L)=FL (1) £ C(KC+2.L)=S (1) £ IC=0
176 D5=l.0 £ D6=D7=0.0 £ DO 175 KR=3.J £ K1=KR-1 £ K2=KR-2 '

D6=D6+K2*AM(K1)*D5 £ D7=D7+K1*K2*AM(KR)*05
175 D5=05*FL(1) £ D6=D6+K1*AM(KR)*05

D3 = D6/D7 £ D8 = D3*D3 £ FL (16)=FL (1)-D3
IC=IC+1 £ F L (1)=FL(16) £ IF (IC-20) 177.177.178

178 PRINT 179.03.F L (16) £ GO TO 181
179 FORMAT (F8.4. :=DIFFERENCE ......HOPELESS SITUATION ATI.F6.3)
177 IF (08-0.00001) 181.176.175
174 C(KC+3.L)=IC £ C(KC+4.L) = FL(16)

C (KC+5.L)=S(16) £ IF (J-6) 165.166.166
166 PRINT 183. (C (K.L) .K = 41.51) £ DO 160 KR=1.31.10 £ K2 = KR+7 
183 FORMAT (/.2(2F7.3.F4.0.2F12.3.3X).1PE8.2)
161 FQRMtTT (0F11.3)
160 PRINT 161.(C(K.L),K=KR,K2) £ IF (ID) 188.188.189
188 C (52.L)=C (44.L)-X(44.2) £ C (53.L)=C(49.L)-X(49,2)

L=L+1 £ IF (L-8) 186.186.190
189 X(44.2)=C(44,1) £ X (49,2)= C (49,1) £ 10=0 £ C(5i,i)=X(51,l)

DO 193 K=l,8 £ KR=K+10 £ C(K.1)=X(K,1)
193 C(KR,1)=X(KR,1) £ GO TO 186
194 FORMAT (2)0
192 FORMAT (2X,8F12.3)
190 PRINT 194 £ DO 191 K=51,53
191 PRINT 192. (C(K.L),L=1.8)
197 PRINT 100 £ STOP £ END

SUBROUTINE OPDEP (CA, CB. CC. CD. SIGA. SIGB. SIGC. SIGO.
1SIÜNE. CE. SIONF, CF> £ REAL INFLUX. LAMBDA 
DIMENSION C A (56.8), CB(56.B>. CC(56.8). C D <56.8),
1 0(56.8). CE (56.8). CF(56.B)
COMMON M. Nl. A (150), NH, Y (15). S (35) , INFLUX. E(56.8). V(56.8).
1 LAMBDA. NOPRINT, EP (56.8) £ M=M+1 £ DO 7 K=1.8 
0 (I.K)=0.0 £ DO 10 1=1.Nl £ J=I+1
O(J.K) = 0(1.K) + 500*((CA(I.K)+CA(J.K))*SIGA
1 + (CB(I.K) + CB(J.K))*SIGB + (CC(I.K) + C C (J .K))*SIGC
2 + (CD(I.K) + CD(J.K))*SIGD)*(A(I)-A(J))/Y(K) £ IF (J-6) 10,6,6

6 • IF (0 (J.K)-40.0) 9,4,4
9 V(J,K) = S(K)*EXP(-0(J.K))«INFLUX*(SIONE*CE(J.K) + SlONF*CF(J ,K))

E(J,K) = E(J,K) + V(J.K) £ EP(J,K) = EP(J,K) + V(J,K)
10 CONTINUE £ GO TO 7
4 DO 5 L=J,NH
5 V(L.K) = 0 (L,K) = 0 . 0
7 CONTINUE £ IF (NOPRINT.EO.1) GO TO 3

PRINT a, LAFBDA, M. SIGA, SIGB, SIGC. SIGD. SIONE. SIONF. INFLUX
8 FORMAT (E20.5./.! M SIGA SIGB SIGC SIGD

1 SIONE SIONF INFLUX!PHOTON RATE/SOU.METRE]!./,I3.7E11.3.
14X.! OPTICAL DEPTH!)
CALL APRINT (0. 2. NH) £ PRINT 96 £ CALL APRINT (V.6.NH)

96 FORMAT (! ELECTRON PRODUCTION RATE!)
3 RETURN £ END

SUBROUTINE APRINT (PRIN. J1. J2) £ DIMENSION PRIN(56.8)
COMMON M. Nl. A (150). NH. Y(15), S (35) . INFLUX. E(56.8). V(56.8).
1 LAMBDA. NOPRINT. EP<56,8)

87 FORMAT (! MAR APR MAY JUN JUL
1 AUG SEP OCT HEIGHT!KM3!)
IF (NOPRINT.EO.1) GO TO 3 £ PRINT 87 £ DO 2 J = Jl. J2

2 PRINT 16. (PRIN(J.K). K = 1, 8). A (J) £ PRINT 100
100 FORMAT (IHl)
16 FORMAT (8E11.3.F10.I)
3 RETURN £ END

SUBROUTINE E)(DAT (F) . £ DIMENSION F (56.8). 2(15.8)
COMMON M, Nl. A (150). NH. Y(15), 5(35). INFLUX. E(56.8). V(56.8).
1 LAMBDA, NOPRINT, EP(56.8)
DO 23 J = 1, 15 £ READ 18, (Z(J,K), K = 1, 8), I

10 FORMAT (0F4.0,I5)
00 23 K = 1, 0

23 /(J.K) = / (J.K)«(10.0**1) £ DO 20 K = 1. Ü £ N = 0
00 31 J=6,51.5 £ N=N+I

31 F (J.K) =2(N.K) £ DO 32 J = 6,46,5 £ DO 32 N=l,4
32 F (J+N.K)=0.2*((5-N)*F(J.K)+N*F(J+5.K) ) £ DO 28 J = 52.56
28 F(J.K)=Z(J-41.K) £ CALL APRINT(F.6.NH)
C A=HEIGHTCKM]: C= (02): X= (0) ; Y=COS(CHI): 0=0P.DEPTH!NO UNIT]: R= (NO) :
C S=SUN-EARTH DI5T.CAST.UNIT]; F=PRESSURE: T=TEMP[K]; S,I.UNITS USED EXCEPT
C WHERE OTHERWISE INDICATED. THE ABSORPTION (DEV.+NON-DEV.) IS FOR THE
C' ORDINARY RAY. CONFAC INCLUDES FACTORS FOR OBTAINING ABSORPTION BEFORE AND
C AFTER REFLECTION. AND CONVERTING HEIGHTS INTO METRES.

RETURN £ END
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